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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Security Applications of Static Program Analysis
By
Brian Jon Belleville
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Irvine, 2018
Professor Michael Franz, Chair

Static program analysis computes information about a program without executing the program. This can be used to improve software security by determining a security policy based
on the program’s semantics, which is then used to implement a run-time protection, or by
detecting bugs in the program, which can then be fixed before they are subject to an attack.
We present applications of static program analysis to address software exploits that utilize
memory corruption.
Memory corruption exploits are one of the most severe forms of program attacks, and occur
when an attacker performs invalid memory accesses to hijack a program. This can involve
overwriting data to force the program to perform malicious actions, as well as reading sensitive data to leak secrets.
One approach that has been proposed to stop memory corruption attacks is data space
randomization (DSR). DSR utilizes static analysis to classify program variables into a set
of equivalence classes, and then encrypts variables with a randomly chosen key for each
equivalence class. This thwarts memory corruption attacks that introduce illegitimate data
flows. However, existing implementations of DSR trade analysis precision for better run-time
performance, which leaves attackers sufficient leeway to mount attacks. In this dissertation
we present context-sensitive data space randomization, a more precise version of DSR that is
ix

able to distinguish a larger number of equivalence classes by using a context-sensitive pointsto analysis to construct equivalence classes. We then adapt this analysis and protection to
HARD, which shows that context-sensitive DSR can target specialized hardware to provide
precise protection with good run-time performance.
We also explored using static analysis to find security critical bugs. Specifically, we developed
KALD, a static analysis tool which uses points-to analysis to detect direct address disclosures
that can lead to kernel ASLR bypasses. We show that KALD successfully detects several
previously unknown direct disclosure vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel.

x

Chapter 1
Introduction

Static program analyses are algorithms that determine properties about a program without
actually running the program. One fundamental analysis is points-to analysis, which provides
answers to queries about what objects a pointer can refer to. There has been extensive
research on this topic to address issues such as precision and scalability [5, 96, 51, 70, 9, 109,
103, 112, 98, 34]. The underlying analysis results can be used by different clients for a variety
of applications, including security applications. Points-to analysis has previously been used
to compute a security policy that becomes a component of run-time defenses [11, 15, 17, 3]
as well as to detect bugs in programs before they can be exploited [8, 45, 76]. In this
dissertation we explore applications of static points-to analysis that address security issues
caused by memory corruption.
Memory corruption occurs when a programming error allows an attacker to modify memory
in a way that is not intended by the programmer. This can lead to powerful and expressive attacks where, in the worst case, an attacker is able to execute arbitrary code of their
choosing. Programs written in low-level systems programming languages such as C and C++
are vulnerable to these types of errors. There are alternative programming languages that

1

enforce memory safety, and if they are used, memory corruption can be eliminated. However
unsafe languages are still widely used for their performance and fine grained control. There
are many important applications written in low-level programming languages including web
servers, internet browsers, operating system kernels, and word processors, and it would require substantial development effort to rewrite these applications in a language that enforces
memory safety. Since memory corruption exploits are severe, there is a large volume of
research in methods to prevent these attacks and develop new exploitation techniques that
avoid the prevention mechanisms [99].
Enforcing run-time memory safety of programs written in unsafe languages will prevent
memory corruption, however this often comes with unacceptable performance degradation.
An alternative to memory safety enforcement is exploit mitigation. Exploit mitigation techniques minimize the impact of memory corruption vulnerabilities, but they do not remove
the underlying vulnerabilities. Exploit mitigations are able to raise the bar for attackers,
and many are widely adopted.
Most exploit mitigations focus on mitigating attacks that perform control data overwrites.
Control data is any data value that will be used as the value of the instruction pointer at
some point. Examples of control data are return addresses and function pointers. Control
flow integrity (CFI) [2] mitigates control data overwrites by restricting the targets of indirect
control flow to the set of valid targets intended by the programmer. This is effective against
an attack that corrupts control data and changes the control flow, but it does not prevent
an attacker from performing a memory overwrite, or protect any other data. An attacker is
still able to overwrite non-control data to exploit a program [20, 56, 57].
Data space randomization (DSR) has been proposed as a mitigation against non-control
data attacks [11, 15]. DSR randomizes the representation of data stored in memory in order
to make it difficult for an attacker to control the result of an overwrite. This is applied to
all data in a program, and is able to mitigate attacks on both control and non-control data.
2

DSR relies on the result of static points-to analysis to determine what data transformations
are safe to make. This analysis is conservative, and imprecision will lead to reduced security.
Additionally, prior DSR techniques made several design decisions that reduce the security of
the protection. In this dissertation we present context-sensitive data space randomization,
an extension to DSR that uses a more precise, context-sensitive analysis algorithm to provide
greater levels of security.
While context-sensitive DSR is able to provide more precise protection, it comes at the
cost of higher run time overhead. Also, there are still limitations common to all DSR
techniques implemented purely in software. To improve run time overheads and address
other limitations of DSR, we present hardware assisted randomization of data (HARD), a
hardware assisted implementation of context-sensitive DSR that reduces run time overheads
and utilizes hardware support to further harden the DSR implementation.
One exploit mitigation that has found widespread adoption is address space layout randomization (ASLR) [85]. ASLR randomizes the base address of different sections of a program,
and it has been adopted by all major operating systems for both user-space applications and
the operating system kernel. The primary weakness of ASLR is that if the randomization
offset is discovered, an attacker can then bypass the protection. To maintain protection it is
critical that this offset is protected, and this is especially true for operating system kernels
since the randomization offset is not changed until the system is restarted. To address ASLR
offset leaks we present the Kernel Address Leak Detector (KALD), a static analysis tool for
finding direct disclosure vulnerabilities within the context of operating system kernels. Our
tool is able to analyze the source code of operating system kernels and detect locations where
a developer may inadvertently reveal an address that will leak the randomization offset.

3

Chapter 2
Background

In this dissertation we investigate ways to prevent exploits that utilize memory corruption. Memory corruption occurs in programs written with unsafe, low-level languages like C
and C++. These languages do not verify that a memory access is valid at run-time. Instead,
performing an invalid memory access is considered to be undefined behavior, and the responsibility is on programmers to ensure their programs do not exhibit such behavior. However
for complex applications this task is difficult, and memory corruption vulnerabilities are
some of the most commonly reported software vulnerabilities [22].
Memory corruption can occur in several forms, the most straightforward is a buffer overflow.
A buffer overflow occurs when the program erroneously writes data to a memory buffer that
exceeds the size of the buffer. This will overwrite the adjacent memory following the buffer
and can be used to corrupt variables stored adjacent to the buffer. A more powerful form
of memory corruption is when an attacker can directly control the memory address that is
accessed. This allows the attacker to perform arbitrary memory writes, enabling them to
overwrite any program variable, instead of being limited to those adjacent to a vulnerable
buffer. Both buffer overflow and arbitrary write are spatial errors, the attacker is writing to

4

locations that are not allowed. There are also temporal memory errors, where an attacker is
able to access memory outside of its lifetime. One common temporal memory error is useafter-free. In a use-after-free, due to a programming error, a pointer to an object still remains
after the object has been freed. An attacker can use this so-called dangling pointer to alter
the memory after it has been returned to the memory allocator. The memory allocator may
reuse the memory of the freed object and place a different variable at the same location.
When an attacker writes to memory through the dangling pointer, they will alter the value
of this newly allocated variable.

2.1

Attacks and Defenses

Memory corruption is the building block that an attacker uses to craft an exploit. Simply
causing a memory error to occur is usually not enough to cause the program to perform the
action the attacker desires. Attackers have developed a number of sophisticated methods
to craft attacks using memory corruption. This has sparked a sort of cat and mouse game
between attackers and defenders, when attackers discover an exploit technique, new defenses
are developed to prevent that exploit, and in response, attackers find new ways to exploit
programs [99].
One of the most direct exploitation techniques is code injection. In a code injection attack,
the attacker fills a buffer with machine code instructions. The attacker then causes the
program to execute this code, for example by overwriting a return address with the address
of the buffer [4]. This is only possible on systems where data can be executed. The attacker
writes the exploit code to a data buffer, which is then interpreted as instructions when
execution is directed to that location. Modern operating systems use hardware-enforced
memory permissions to separate code and data using the policy that a memory page cannot
be both executable and writable [6]. This policy is called W⊕X or data execution prevention
5

(DEP).
DEP stops code injection, but attackers can still craft exploits using the code already present
in a program. This is known as a code reuse attack. A notable type of code reuse attack
is return-oriented programming (ROP) [91]. In a ROP attack, the attacker finds short sequences of instructions, called gadgets, that end with a return instruction. The attacker
searches the code of the program to find gadgets, and then constructs a sequence of gadgets
that performs their desired attack. The attacker writes this sequence of gadget addresses to
memory they control, then changes the stack pointer to force the program to interpret these
addresses as a sequence of return addresses. This allows for extremely expressive attacks.
Many programs contain a Turing complete set of gadgets [91], meaning the attacker can construct gadget chains to perform arbitrary computations. There are also many other forms of
code reuse such as return into libc [83], which reuses whole functions in the standard library,
jump-oriented programming [12], which uses indirect branch instructions instead of return
instructions, and counterfeit object-oriented programming [88], which abuses C++dynamic
dispatch.
One widely adopted mitigation against code reuse attacks is address space layout randomization (ASLR) [85]. ASLR introduces randomness to the memory layout of a program by
randomly selecting the base address of each memory segment used by the program. ASLR
has been adopted by all major operating systems for both user programs and the operating system kernel. It is effective at stopping code reuse attacks because code reuse attacks
require the attacker to know the exact code layout of the program. For example, a ROP
attack requires the attacker to know the addresses of all the gadgets they wish to execute.
With sufficient entropy, the likelihood an attacker will randomly guess the correct addresses
is very low. Therefore, in order to mount an attack against a system protected by ASLR,
the attacker would first need to discover the memory layout of the code. However since
ASLR applies only a single offset to an entire memory section, if the attacker can discover

6

the address of one item within that section, they can determine the offset and know the
layout of the entire section. In practice, attackers are often able to discover the ASLR offset
and bypass the protection [90].
Although code reuse uses exiting code in the application, the execution paths are very
different from valid runs of the program. Code reuse attacks lead to erroneous control flow
that was not intended by the programmer. Since the control flow is dramatically changed
by the attack, enforcing control flow integrity (CFI) [1] is an an effective mitigation against
code reuse attacks. CFI restricts the targets of indirect control flow instructions to the set
of targets allowed in valid executions of the program. This is enforced by inserting checks
before each indirect control transfer instruction. When the attacker attempts to divert
control flow to malicious paths, the checks will fail, and the attack will be stopped. CFI
has now been adopted by mainstream compilers, both gcc and LLVM now implement CFI
enforcement [100].
CFI and ASLR primarily protect against attacks that corrupt control data. Control data is
any data that becomes the value of the instruction pointer at some point in the program.
Examples of control data are return addresses or function pointers. Code reuse attacks must
overwrite control data to divert the control flow and perform the attack. However, there
exist another class of attacks, called non-control data attacks, which do not violate control
flow integrity or depend on code layout. Non-control data attacks are any attacks that do
not overwrite control data, and therefore do not introduce erroneous control flow. Instead
non-control data attacks overwrite other security-critical data in order to exploit the system.
An example is corrupting the variable that specifies the CGI-BIN directory of a web server to
allow the attacker to execute arbitrary commands. Non-control data attacks can be just as
severe as control-data attacks [20], and can be equally expressive [57], allowing the attacker
to perform Turing complete computations. Non-control data attacks may still depend on
the memory layout, so ASLR does mitigate these attacks to some extent. However, ASLR
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still suffers from the limitation that it can be bypassed by leaking a single pointer.
Data space randomization (DSR) [11, 15] is a promising technique that has been proposed
to mitigate non-control data attacks. DSR randomizes both control and non-control data
stored in memory to provide probabilistic protection against exploits. The randomization is
accomplished by analyzing a program’s source code and classifying all variables into equivalence classes. Each equivalence class is then assigned a different encryption key. All memory
accesses are instrumented to encrypt data before stores and decrypt data after loads by
XORing the data with the correct key. The equivalence classes are selected such that for
each load or store instruction, all valid targets of that instruction will be placed in the same
equivalence class. Since all valid targets will use the same key, the program will function
correctly during normal executions. However, if an attacker overwrites an object that is not
a valid target of an instruction, the encryption key for the invalid target will be different.
Since the attacker does not know the keys, they will not be able to control the result of the
overwrite. With sufficient key entropy this provides effective probabilistic protection against
memory corruption attacks.
To classify variables into equivalence classes, DSR must know which objects are valid targets
of all load and store instructions. Pointer aliasing in C makes determining the set of allowed
targets a difficult problem so DSR uses points-to analysis to compute the set of valid targets
of load and store instructions and construct equivalence classes.

2.2

Points-to Analysis

Points-to analysis is a static program analysis that computes the set of objects a pointer
can refer to [93]. There is a large amount of research on points-to analysis, and a complete
background on this topic is outside the scope of this dissertation. We provide background
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int a , b ;
int ∗x , ∗y ;
x = &a ;
y = &b ;
x = y;
Listing 2.1: A simple sequence of C assignment statements.

on the relevant aspects of pointer analysis used by our work.
Points-to analysis can compute the set of objects a pointer can refer to, this can be used
for many applications, including constructing the equivalence classes used by DSR. We
would like to know the exact set of objects a pointer can refer to at run-time, however
pointer analysis is a fundamentally difficult problem, and computing a fully precise result is
undecidable [66]. Consequently, all algorithms produce an approximation of a fully precise
result. For many applications, including DSR, we must know all valid targets, but it is
acceptable to overestimate the set of targets. Algorithms that overestimate the set of targets
are known as may-analyses. For DSR, overestimating the set of valid targets will cause some
unrelated objects to be encrypted with the same key, but all valid targets are guaranteed to
be in the correct class, so the program will still function correctly with DSR applied. While
many algorithms have been developed that produce an over-approximation [5, 96, 34, 70],
some algorithms are more precise and able to more closely approximate the fully precise
result.
In points-to analysis algorithms, there is generally a trade off between analysis precision
and analysis cost. There are several different characteristics of an analysis algorithm that
determines where it falls on this continuum. One defining aspect of an analysis is how it
processes assignment statements. The main distinction is between algorithms where the
points-to set of the source becomes a subset of the points-to set of the destination, and
algorithms where the points-to sets of the source and destination are unified. Andersen’s
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void f o o ( ) {
int a = 0 ;
int b = 1 ;
bar(&a ) ;
bar(&b ) ;
}
void bar ( int ∗x ) {
∗x++;
}
Listing 2.2: An example of the difference between context-sensitive and context-insensitive
analysis.

analysis [5] is the prototypical subset based analysis while Steensgaard’s analysis [96] is
the prototypical unification based analysis. Listing 2.1 shows a sequence of assignment
statements that lead to different results for different algorithms.

A subset based analysis

will compute different points-to sets for x and y, where x may point to a or b and y may
point to only b. A unification based analysis will unify the points-to sets of x and y when
the final assignment is analyzed, so the result would be that both x and y may point to a
or b. Generally, subset based analyses provide more precise results than unification based
analyses, however unification is generally more efficient. Whether the increased precision
is useful depends on the client of the analysis. For the specific application of data space
randomization, Bhatkar and Sekar show that a unification based analysis and a subset based
analysis will produce the same set of equivalence classes [11].
Another variability axis that can increase the precision of an algorithm is context sensitivity.
Context sensitivity refers the ability to increase precision by modeling different program
states, and computing different results for different states. A context insensitive algorithm,
in contrast, computes a single result that is valid for any possible program state. Context
sensitivity generally models the calling context in a program, and computes different results
for different call paths. An example of a program that benefits from a context-sensitive
analysis is shown in Listing 2.2 . The function bar is called with the address of both a
10

and b as arguments, but otherwise a and b are unrelated. A context insensitive analysis
will determine that the points-to set of bar’s formal argument x contains both a and b. A
context-sensitive algorithm is able to distinguish between different calling contexts, and will
determine that from the first call site the points-to set of x contains a and from the second
call site it contains b. While a context-sensitive analysis provides a more precise result, prior
DSR approaches are unable to utilize the increased precision because they have no way to
dynamically choose the encryption key based on the run-time calling context.
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Chapter 3
Context-Sensitive Data Space
Randomization

3.1

Motivation

DSR encrypts variables that are stored in the program’s memory, and it uses different keys
to encrypt unrelated variables. This encryption makes the results of load and store operations that violate the program’s intended data flow unpredictable, and thus hinders reliable
construction of attacks, including non-control data attacks. However, prior work on DSR
makes several trade-offs that favor run-time performance over security. First, existing versions of DSR do not encrypt variables that cannot be used as the base of an overflow attack.
This leaves programs unprotected against temporal memory exploits such as use-after-free or
uninitialized reads. Second, prior versions often use weak encryption keys to avoid the cost
of handling unaligned memory accesses. Lastly, existing implementations rely on imprecise
program analyses, which lead them to incorrectly classify many variables as related. As a
result, these unrelated variables are encrypted with the same keys. Many unintended data
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flows are therefore still possible, which gives attackers some leeway to construct exploits.
This motivated our work on context-sensitive data space randomization. Context-sensitive
DSR offers greater security than prior approaches by distinguishing more unrelated variables.
To do this, context-sensitive DSR uses a context-sensitive points-to analysis and generates
encryption operations that use calling context specific keys. Context-sensitive DSR also
encrypts all of the program data, and consistently uses strong 64-bit encryption keys. Thus,
unlike existing schemes, context-sensitive DSR does not compromise its security guarantees
for better run-time performance.

3.2

Background

Our goal is to thwart attacks that violate the intended data flow of a program. Listing 3.1
illustrates two such violations: a use-after-free and an uninitialized read. Both types of
unintended data flows are examples of temporal memory errors and are highly relevant in
practice. Use-after-free is commonly exploited to attack high-profile targets such as web
browsers and operating system kernels [86], and the well-known Heartbleed bug was, at its
core, an uninitialized read vulnerability [23].
At lines (a-1) and (a-2) in the example, the program allocates and initializes a list, X, as
depicted in Figure 3.1-(a). At line (b-1), the program frees the second element of list X,
so the Next member of the first element becomes a dangling pointer. The program then
allocates a new list, Y, at line (b-2). The program now reads the contents of list Y without
initialization at line (b-3). Due to the deterministic nature of common memory allocators
such as dlmalloc [71], the two lists will likely be laid out in the memory as shown in Figure 3.1(b). Thus, the data read at line (b-3) will likely include the recently freed element of list
X.
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struct l i s t {
struct l i s t ∗ Next ;
int Data ;
};
l i s t ∗ makeList ( int Num) {
l i s t ∗New = new l i s t ;
New−>Next = Num ? makeList (Num−1) : 0 ;
return New ;
}
void f i l l L i s t ( l i s t ∗ L , int base ) {
i f (L−>Next )
f i l l L i s t (L−>Next , base +1);
L−>Data = base ;
}
void dumpList ( l i s t ∗ L) {
for ( l i s t ∗ T = L ; T−>Next ; T = T−>Next )
p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , T−>Data ) ;
}
int main ( int argc , char ∗∗ argv ) {
l i s t ∗X = makeList ( 4 ) ;
// ( a−1)
f i l l L i s t (X, 1 0 ) ;
// ( a−2)
delete X−>Next ;
// ( b −1)
l i s t ∗Y = makeList ( 3 ) ;
// ( b −2)
dumpList (Y ) ;
// ( b −3)
f i l l L i s t (Y, 2 0 ) ;
// ( c −1)
dumpList (X ) ;
// ( c −2)
return 0 ;
}
Listing 3.1: A synthesized program illustrating use-after-free and uninitialized read vulnerabilities.
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Figure 3.1: The diagram shows the lists generated in Listing 3.1. (a) shows list X after
initialization at line (a-2). (b) shows the most likely layouts of lists X and Y at line (b-3).
(c) shows the most likely layouts of the lists at line (c-2).
The rest of the example demonstrates the use-after-free vulnerability. The program attempts
to print the contents of list X, whose second element was freed at line (b-1). A deterministic
memory allocator may allocate the list X as shown in Figure 3.1-(c), and the dumped list
includes elements of list Y.

3.2.1

Mitigation with DSR

DSR mitigates such unintended data flows by randomizing the representation of program
data in memory. DSR relies on alias analysis to compute the points-to relations between
pointers and the storage locations they can reference. Two pointers are considered aliases if
they can reference the same storage location. Similarly, a pointer p may alias named object
o, if p can point to o. Based on the alias analysis, DSR partitions storage locations into
equivalence classes so that all storage locations belong to an equivalence class. Any two
storage locations that may alias each other belong to the same equivalence class.
DSR encrypts storage locations belonging to different equivalence classes with distinct encryption keys. Locations belonging to the same equivalence class, however, must be encrypted with the same key. In the previous example, an ideal implementation of DSR would
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see that lists X and Y are disjoint, and would encrypt them with different keys. An attacker that does not know the keys cannot extract the true contents of the illegally read list
elements.
Unfortunately, existing implementations of DSR cannot prevent the exploits in this example [11, 15]. They do consider lists X and Y related because of the imprecise (contextinsensitive) alias analysis which does not consider the functions’ calling contexts. In the example, both X (at line (a-2)) and Y (at line (c-1)) are passed as an argument to fillList,
and the context-insensitive alias analysis will report that the formal argument L of fillList
may alias both X and Y. Variables X and Y will therefore be assigned to the same equivalence
class.
Context-sensitive data space randomization avoids this loss of precision by using a contextsensitive alias analysis. If we analyze our example program with a context-sensitive alias
analysis, we obtain two sets of aliasing relations: one for the calling context at line (a-2)
where fillList’s formal argument L aliases X, and one for the calling context at line (c-1)
where L aliases Y. By taking the calling context into account, we avoid having to treat X and
Y as aliases and can therefore place them in different equivalence classes.
Leveraging the greater precision of context-sensitive alias analyses is challenging since the
DSR instrumentation code must take the calling context into account to determine which
encryption key should be used. We discuss this challenge at length in section 3.3, and present
a novel DSR scheme that supports different contexts via dynamic key binding.
The vulnerabilities presented in Listing 3.1 also demonstrate the need to encrypt all equivalence classes, not just those that can be the base of an overflow. Both use-after-free and
uninitialized read are temporal memory errors. A DSR implementation that only encrypts
classes that may have spatial memory violations would not encrypt the lists X and Y. Even a
context-sensitive DSR implementation that can place X and Y in different equivalence classes
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will not mitigate the memory errors in this program if both lists are not encrypted.

3.3

Design

We begin this section by providing a conceptual overview of our design, and then discuss
several key components in detail. The primary goal of context-sensitive DSR is to increase
the precision of DSR by using a context-sensitive pointer analysis to construct equivalence
classes. At a high level our system functions similarly to other DSR systems. We first
perform a pointer analysis, then use the results of the pointer analysis to classify all objects
in the program into different equivalence classes and assign unique keys to each class. Finally
we transform the statements of the program such that a value will be encrypted before it is
stored to memory, and decrypted after it is loaded from memory.
Context-sensitive DSR transforms input programs at the compiler intermediate representation (IR) level. The first step is a context-sensitive pointer analysis that categorizes the
program’s memory locations into equivalence classes based on the points-to sets computed
by this analysis. We then assign two types of keys to the memory access instructions in
the program, according to the equivalence classes they access. We assign a static key to
instructions that always access the same equivalence class, regardless of its calling context,
and a dynamic key to the others, which may access multiple equivalent classes depending on
the calling context. The static keys are directly embedded into the program as constants so
that each instruction can fetch its key, while dynamic keys are passed to a callee through
the context frames, which the caller should construct. Our instrumentation transforms:
1. Function call sites to construct context frames
2. Instructions that use static keys to fetch their constant keys
3. Instructions that use dynamic keys to fetch their keys from the context frame
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4. All store instructions to encrypt the data
5. All load instructions to decrypt the data

3.3.1

Enabling Context Sensitivity

We seek to support dynamic key assignment for memory instructions that may access multiple equivalence classes depending on their calling contexts. We determine the set of equivalence classes that can be accessed through dynamic keys as follows. For each function in
the program, we identify the set of equivalence classes reachable from the function’s pointer
arguments or pointer return value. From that set, we remove any equivalence classes which
contain global variables. If an instruction accesses an equivalence class that contains global
variables, then that instruction always accesses that same class, regardless of which context
the function is called from. Thus, such an equivalence class can safely be removed from
the set. The remaining set of equivalence classes are the dynamic classes in that function.
Other classes that are used in the function, but that are not in the set (i.e., the classes that
were removed because they contain global variables, and the classes that are not reachable
from the pointer arguments or pointer return value), are considered static classes. During
instrumentation, we assign dynamic keys to memory access instructions that target dynamic
classes, and static keys to those that target static classes.

Managing Context Frames

We store dynamic keys in context frames. For each function that contains instructions with
dynamic keys, we first instrument all of the function’s callers to create the necessary context
frame and to populate the frame with the keys for the actual callee arguments. We then
instrument the callee so that instructions accessing dynamic classes read the keys from the
context frame.
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The context frame contains a mapping from each dynamic equivalence class to that class’s
encryption key in the current context. To construct context frames we pass the encryption
keys as additional positional arguments to the function, and represent the mapping from
dynamic equivalence class to key implicitly in the ordering of the context frame.

Recursion

Recursion must be handled with care because it could introduce potentially infinite calling
contexts. Recursive function calls can more generally be described as strongly connected
components in the call graph of the program. Within the context-sensitive points-to analysis, we handle recursion by detecting strongly connected components in the call graph and
collapsing the recursive functions into a single context. This means there is no context sensitivity within a strongly connected component, but the calling context to reach that strongly
connected component is still considered. Consequently, recursive functions can still have a
context frame, and will then pass that context frame to subsequent recursive calls.

Handling Indirect Calls

Instrumenting indirect call sites complicates context frame management because if care is
not taken, different target functions could require different sets of dynamic keys, even if
the target functions have the same signature. To correctly instrument indirect call sites we
constrain all functions that may be called from the same call site to have the same dynamic
classes.
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Static Equivalence Classes

Every instruction that accesses a static class will always access that static class, regardless of
the calling context. Thus, we can safely assign static keys to instructions that access static
classes.
Equivalence classes that contain global variables are always static classes. To understand
why this is always true, consider how a flow-insensitive alias analysis constructs equivalence
classes. An alias analysis evaluates all of the instructions in the program and incorporates
any aliasing relationship introduced by an instruction into the points-to sets. When a flowinsensitive alias analysis such as ours evaluates a statement such as:
void∗ a = c o n d i t i o n ? &g l o b a l : &f u n c t i o n a r g u m e n t ;

it will consider pointer a an alias for both global and function argument, which will
therefore be placed into the same equivalence class. This equivalence class will now be a static
class, because, no matter which context this function is called from, any instruction that
accesses this static class can now potentially access the memory storage location occupied
by global.

External Code and Data

If a program uses external libraries that cannot be analyzed and instrumented, the code
within the library will expect to operate on plaintext data, and will likely crash if given
encrypted data. To handle the transition from instrumented code to uninstrumented library
code, we follow the same approach used by prior DSR implementations and use wrapper
functions. The wrapper function will decrypt all arguments, call the originally intended
function, and then encrypt the arguments and any return values. If the program calls a
function that we have not implemented a wrapper function for, we cannot encrypt any
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int a

int b
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struct s
EC key
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44 AA BB CC DD

s.a key = EC key[0..3]
s.b key = (EC key >> 32)[0..3]

AA BB CC DD AA BB CC DD

s.a key = EC key[0..3]
s.b key = EC key[0..3]

Figure 3.2: Calculating keys for unaligned accesses with our approach (left side) and prior
work by Cadar et al. (right side). “EC key” is the key for the equivalence class.
objects in the equivalence classes that may be accessed by that function. To maintain
compatibility, such equivalence classes are marked as unencryptable.

3.3.2

Memory Encryption

We instrument memory access operations so that the values are xor-encrypted before they
are stored to and after they are loaded from memory. The encryption/decryption instructions
we add use the unique randomly-generated 8-byte key we assign to their respective target
equivalence classes. To use 8-byte keys consistently for all equivalence classes, we must
carefully handle memory accesses which are not 8-byte aligned. For example, consider an
equivalence class containing a structure with two fields, as shown in Figure 3.2. When
accessing field s.b, we should shift the key to mask the field’s data with the correct part of
the key (left side of the figure). Cadar et al.’s DSR implementation assigns weaker, repeating
keys (right side of Figure 3.2) to avoid costly shift operations [15].
Our design encrypts all possible equivalence classes. To reduce the run-time overhead, prior
DSR systems did not protect equivalence classes that are “safe”. An equivalence class is
considered safe if a static analysis can show that none of the accesses to that equivalence
class can read or write outside the bounds of the target object. This weakens their protection
against temporal memory errors such as use-after-free and uninitialized read.
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3.3.3

Constructing Equivalence Classes

We use Bottom-up Data Structure Analysis (Bottom-up DSA) [70] to categorize memory
objects into equivalence classes. Bottom-up DSA is a context- and field-sensitive points-to
analysis that scales well to large programs. It is context-sensitive to arbitrary length acyclic
call paths, and it is speculatively field-sensitive. It is field-sensitive for type-safe code, and
falls back to field-insensitive for type-unsafe code. The algorithm is unification based and is
not flow sensitive.
The output of Bottom-up DSA is a points-to graph for each function, which incorporates the
aliasing effects of all callees of that function (thus ”Bottom-up”). A node in the points-to
graph represents a set of memory objects joined through aliasing relationships, and nodes
represent disjoint sets of objects. Each node therefore identifies a distinct equivalence class
within that function. For each function and its associated points-to graph, we use Bhaktar
and Sekar’s key assignment algorithm [11] and augment it to differentiate the static and
dynamic equivalence classes.
The first step in class assignment is identifying the dynamic equivalence classes. To handle
indirect calls, we constrain all possible targets of an indirect call site to have the same
dynamic classes. We use Bottom-up DSA to create classes of functions that are all callable
from the same call site. The analysis result for these functions is a single points-to graph
shared by all functions in the class. Within this graph all arguments and return values for
these functions will share the same set of nodes. We use this functionality to compute the set
of dynamic classes for all functions in the class simultaneously. We mark all nodes that are
reachable from the pointer arguments and the pointer return values of each function in the
class, and then remove all nodes that contain global variables or are marked unencryptable.
The resulting nodes become the set of dynamic classes for every function in the class. We
use the same procedure for functions that are only called directly, but apply the procedure
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int f o o ( int ∗a , int ∗b )
{
int ∗p ;
i f ( rand ( ) % 2 == 0 ) {
p = a;
} else {
p = b;
}
return ∗p ;
}
int main ( )
{
int i , j ;
i = 1;
j = 2;
f o o (& i , &j ) ;
return 0 ;
}
Listing 3.2: Operations in callees introduce constraints on equivalence class assignment.

individually to each function.
For each node and its associated equivalence class, we assign a dynamic key if a node is
marked as dynamic and a static key otherwise. If a node contains a global variable, we
ensure that every such class in all functions uses the same static key. If a node is marked
unencryptable, we assign it a null static key which means that memory accesses to this class
will not be instrumented.
The equivalence class assignment will be valid for all possible contexts because the points-to
graph for each individual function will contain all necessary aliasing constraints introduced
by callees. An example of constraints introduced by callees is shown in Listing 3.2. Within
the function foo, when the pointer p is dereferenced, it will have the value of either a or b.
Therefore, a, b, and p will all be in the same equivalence class. Both a and b are pointer
arguments, so they will be in a dynamic equivalence class. We fetch keys to access arguments
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int f o o ( int ∗a , int ∗b )
{
return ∗a + ∗b ;
}
int main ( )
{
int i , j ;
i = 1;
j = 2;
f o o (& i , &i ) ;
f o o (& i , &j ) ;
return 0 ;
}
Listing 3.3: A program that would lose precision with Top-Down DSA

from the context frame, but in order to use the correct key for p, all callers of foo must
use the same key for both a and b. Fortunately, Bottom-Up DSA will capture this aliasing
relationship and propagate it to callers of foo. During the bottom-up inlining phase of
Bottom-Up DSA, the graph for foo will be inlined into the graph of main. At this point, it
will merge the nodes for the actual arguments with the formal arguments. This will cause i
and j to be placed in the same equivalence within main’s graph.
Along with Bottom-Up DSA, Lattner, Lenharth, and Adve describe the full version of
DSA [70]. The complete DSA pointer analysis first performs a bottom-up inlining of the
call graph, inlining callees into callers, and then performs a top-down phase where callers
are inlined into callees. We use Bottom-Up DSA, which is the result after doing just the
bottom-up phase because performing an additional top-down phase would introduce unnecessary restrictions on equivalence class assignment, and reduce the total number of equivalence
classes. Listing 3.3 shows an example of a program that will be overly constrained if we were
to perform the top-down DSA phase. After the bottom up phase, within foo, a and b will
be in separate equivalence classes. If we then perform a top-down inlining, when we inline
the graphs for the first call to foo, a and b will both be merged with the node for i. This
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ssize t
r e a d w r a p p e r ( int fd , void ∗ buf , s i z e t count , u i n t 6 4 t key ) {
s s i z e t r e a d s i z e = read ( fd , buf , count ) ;
i f ( r e a d s i z e > 0) {
xor memory ( buf , r e a d s i z e , key ) ;
}
return r e a d s i z e ;
}
Listing 3.4: Wrapper function implementation for read.

will cause the arguments to now be placed in the same equivalence class. This constrains
our assignment of equivalence classes within main. Now, since the arguments to foo are in
the same equivalence class, we must place i and j in the same equivalence class as well.
This top-down constraint is not necessary due to our ability to fetch keys from the context
frame. For all operations within foo (and all callees), we know that the arguments a and b
are independent. Therefore we can assign the keys used for a and b unique slots within the
context frame, and always be able to correctly dereference the pointers using those dynamic
keys. If there are callers where the arguments are in the same equivalence class, the same
key will simply be duplicated in multiple slots of the context frame. Tracking the calling
context implicitly through the keys in the context frame performs the same function as the
top-down phase of DSA, but at run-time, giving us greater freedom over equivalence class
assignment within each function.

3.3.4

External Code and Data

We handle uninstrumented library code using wrapper functions because the code within
the library will expect to operate on plaintext data, and will likely encounter errors if given
encrypted data. The wrapper function handles the transition from instrumented code in
the protected program to the uninstrumented library code by decrypting any input, and
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encrypting any output. A wrapper function has the same signature as the original function,
but with additional arguments added to receive the necessary keys through the contextframe. Wrapper functions are written by hand, although the process is very regular, and
could be automated.
The implementation of a typical wrapper function is shown in Listing 3.4. This is the wrapper
function for read, which reads data from a file descriptor. The wrapper takes one additional
argument, which is the key for the buffer used for output. In this case since there are no
pointer inputs the first operation is to call the original read function, and then the returned
data is xor encrypted with buf’s key before the wrapper returns the value returned by read.
When interacting with libraries we must also handle aliasing within the library functions.
Since the source code of the library function is not available for analysis, we use function
summaries that describe any aliasing relationships between the arguments and return values of library functions. This ensures that any aliasing relationships introduced by library
functions are correctly captured in the final analysis result.

Special Cases

Wrapper functions are useful for mediating the transition from instrumented code to noninstrumented code, but there are some functions that we cannot use wrapper functions for.
These are the functions setjmp and longjmp, which are used to perform non-local goto.
The function setjmp sets a target and saves the stack context in a jmp buf, and longjmp
transfers the control flow back to the location where setjmp was called. However, longjmp
requires that the stack context it targets still exists, if the function that called setjmp has
already returned, that jmp buf can no longer be used as the target of a longjmp. If we use a
wrapper function, it would call setjmp, encrypt the jmp buf, and then return, immediately
invalidating the context where setjmp was called. To protect jmp buf objects, we inline the
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encryption and decryption operations of the jmp buf and leave the stack context unchanged
for these functions.
Another special case we handle are printf style string formatting functions. These are variadic functions, and the format string determines the number and type of variadic arguments.
Bottom-Up DSA handles variadic functions by merging all variadic arguments at a call site
into a single node. This is generally necessary since C and C++ place no restrictions on how
variadic arguments are used. A wrapper for a variadic function therefore has a single key
argument that is used for all variadic arguments. However, for string formatting functions
there is no requirement that the arguments alias. Since these functions are very common,
and are often called with multiple pointer arguments, we instead perform no merging and allow all variadic arguments to be in different equivalence classes. This means that the context
frame is also variable size. However the context frame is normally implemented as positional
arguments and therefore must have a fixed size. There is no limit to the number of variadic
pointer arguments passed to printf so instead of passing keys for the variadic arguments
in a fixed layout in the context frame, we pass the key as an additional variadic argument
immediately following the pointer. Within the wrapper function we parse the format string,
and for any format specifier that causes a pointer-type argument to be fetched, we fetch an
additional argument from the argument list and use that as the encryption key.

Unencryptable Data

When we have a wrapper function, we can handle uninstrumented libraries interacting with
encrypted data. However, wrapper functions must be implemented for each library function,
and if a wrapper function is not implemented, then we are unable to mediate the transition
between instrumented and uninstrumented code. To maintain compatibility, we gracefully
degrade protection when the set of wrappers is incomplete. If a program calls a library
function that does not have a wrapper, the data passed as arguments to, and returned from
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the function will not be encrypted. This maintains correctness, but reduces the security
because program data is left unprotected. We inform users when this occurs by reporting
which library functions are missing wrappers and which equivalence classes this effects, which
allows developers to evaluate the security impact of the missing wrapper functions or guide
developers to implement the missing ones.
There are also some memory accesses that we cannot safely encrypt even while using wrapper
functions. These are accesses to externally defined global variables. Global variables defined
in libraries may be accessed by uninstrumented library code at any time, so the protected
application cannot encrypt accesses to these variables.
Not encrypting some equivalence classes reduces the security, so we want to ensure that the
minimum number of equivalence classes are affected. For each function call in the program,
if it targets a library function that does not have a wrapper, then we know we cannot encrypt
any memory reachable from the arguments or return value. However we must ensure that the
memory is never encrypted in any context, even if the function can receive data from different
equivalence classes in different contexts. This puts another constraint on equivalence class
assignment that we must propagate bottom-up though the call graph.
To accomplish this we extend Bottom-up DSA. We add metadata to nodes in the points-to
graph to indicate if the node cannot be encrypted, and mark nodes that can be accessed
by uninstrumented code as unencryptable. Bottom-up DSA represents each function with a
separate points-to graph, so first we mark the nodes only in the graph for a single function,
then we propagate this information to all relevant contexts. We analyze the statements
in the program, if there is a function call to a library function without a wrapper, we
perform reachability analysis from its arguments and return value and mark these nodes as
unencryptable. This marking is local to the graph of the containing function. We also handle
external global variables in a similar fashion. We traverse the collection of global variables
in the program, and if a global variable is defined externally, we use reachability analysis to
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find all nodes reachable from this global variable and mark these as unencryptable.
After all program statements and global variables have been analyzed, and all local markings made, we propagate the unencryptable markings to all relevant contexts by performing
another round of the bottom-up graph inlining step of Bottom-Up DSA. When nodes are
merged during graph inlining, we propagate the metadata indicating that a node cannot be
encrypted. The final result of this process is the same set of points-to graphs produced by
Bottom-UP DSA, but with nodes that escape to unwrapped external code marked unencryptable.
In addition to data, we must also handle function pointers that may escape to external code.
An escaping function pointer could be called by the external code without the proper keys
in the context frame. Therefore, calls through this pointer must not require dynamic keys.
However, it is still possible to pass dynamic keys to direct calls to the same function. To
handle this, we maintain two copies of the affected functions—one that accepts dynamic keys
and one that does not encrypt accesses to the equivalence classes of the arguments. Note that
an attacker may seek to use the version that does not expect encrypted arguments. However,
in order to redirect control flow to such a function, the attacker will need to overwrite a code
pointer. This memory access will be encrypted, so the attacker will already have to bypass
DSR to perform such an overwrite.

3.3.5

Program Transformation

We now present the sequence of operations we perform to apply context-sensitive DSR, and
how they are integrated into the build cycle. For DSR it is necessary to have the entire source
code of the program available for analysis and transformation, this is done by compiling the
program using link time optimization (LTO), and applying context-sensitive DSR at linktime. We first perform all analysis steps, and then use the results of the analysis to guide the
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program transformation. The fist step is performing Bottom-Up DSA pointer analysis. We
then identify and mark the unencryptable nodes, and perform another bottom-up inlining to
propagate the unencryptable marking to all contexts. In the final analysis step we identify
the dynamic equivalence classes for each function and determine how many arguments will
need to be added.
With the results of all analysis steps available, we then begin our program transformation.
First we create a constructor function that will run before main. This encrypts the initial
values of all global variables with their corresponding keys. Then for each function with
dynamic equivalence classes we create new versions of these functions with additional formal
arguments to pass the context frame. We then instrument all memory access instructions.
Before storing a value, we xor it with the key for the destination location, and after loading
a value we xor it with the key of the source location.
We then instrument the call sites of the program. If there is a call to an external function and
we have a wrapper function available for it, we rewrite call instruction to call the wrapper
with the correct keys. We follow a similar process for calls to local functions that require
dynamic keys. We rewrite the call instruction to call the version of the target function that
has additional formal arguments for the context frame, and we pass the necessary keys in
these new argument locations. To ensure we pass the correct keys in the correct slot of the
context frame we create a mapping of the nodes representing the formal arguments to the
nodes representing the actual arguments at that call site. For each node in the context frame,
we query this mapping to find the corresponding node in the caller’s graph, and add the key
associated with this node to the argument list. We also rewrite indirect calls to pass the
keys in the context frame, but don’t change the target of indirect calls. For indirect function
calls, we do not have a specific caller to map to, but all possible targets will share the same
graph, so we choose one of the possible target functions and follow the same procedure to
construct the context frame.
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The final step of the program transformation is changing the targets of indirect calls. At
the call site, since the actual target is unknown, we can’t simply replace the target with
the version that receives a context frame. Instead, for all functions with dynamic keys, we
replace all locations where that function’s address is taken with the address of the version
with additional arguments for the context frame. Since all cases are replaced, any pointer to
that function will now refer to the version with dynamic key arguments. This ensures that
all indirect calls with dynamic keys will target the function that expects to receive a context
frame.

3.4

Implementation

We implemented context-sensitive DSR within LLVM 3.8 [68] using program analyses from
the PoolAlloc module [69]. PoolAlloc provides an implementation of Bottom-up DSA, but is
unmaintained [39]. We updated PoolAlloc to be compatible with LLVM 3.8 and fixed bugs
we encountered during our implementation of context-sensitive DSR. The program analysis
and transformation of context-sensitive DSR are implemented as passes over LLVM IR. The
analysis uses the results from Bottom-up DSA to determine the number of dynamic keys
and identify any equivalence classes that cannot be encrypted as described in section 3.3.
We integrate the passes into the LTO plugin, and schedule the context-sensitive DSR passes
to be run after all optimization passes. This ensures that the program analysis analyzes
the final version of the code, and prevents protections added by context-sensitive DSR from
being compromised by later performance optimizations. We implemented wrapper functions
for commonly used library functions within the LLVM compiler-rt runtime library. This
integrates the wrapper functions into the LLVM system, and makes them available for linking
with generated programs. Finally, we added command line options to the compiler driver so
that users can easily enable context-sensitive DSR with a single flag, and the compiler driver
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will handle passing arguments to the LTO plugin and linking with the wrapper function
runtime library.

3.5

Evaluation

We implemented and tested four configurations of DSR to compare how different analysis
and design choices affect the performance and precision of a DSR system:

• The Prior DSR configuration mimics prior DSR implementations. For this configuration, we implemented a context-insensitive points-to analysis to calculate the
equivalence classes, but we did not instrument accesses to safe objects and used weak
encryption keys for unaligned accesses (see subsection 3.3.2).
• The Full Key Size configuration uses the same analysis, but uses full 8-byte keys for
all memory accesses (including unaligned accesses).
• The Full Context Insensitive configuration also uses the context-insensitive analysis
and 8-byte keys, but encrypts accesses to all equivalence classes rather than just the
unsafe ones.
• The Context Sensitive configuration uses context-sensitive analysis to calculate
equivalence classes, 8-byte keys, and encrypts all equivalence classes.

3.5.1

Performance

We measured the run-time overhead of all four configurations using the SPEC CPU 2006
benchmark suite. We ran all benchmarks on system running Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux version
4.15.0 on a 4 core Intel Core i7-3820QM CPU clocked at 2.70GHz with 32KB dedicated L1
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Figure 3.3: Run time overhead on SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks.
instruction and data caches, 256KB dedicated L2 caches, and an 8MB unified L3 cache, two
threads per processor core, and 16GB of main memory.
Figure 3.3 shows the results of compatible SPEC benchmarks for our four configurations.
We ran each benchmark three times using the ref input and report the median of the three
runs. All configurations of DSR require link-time optimization, so our baseline was also built
using link-time optimization. The average run-time overhead we observed for the Prior DSR
configuration was 10%, which is consistent with the results reported in prior work [15, 11].
Then, each increasingly secure configuration incurs additional overhead. This is expected
because more instrumentation code is needed for the more secure configurations. The average
run-time overhead of context-sensitive DSR was 32%, and the highest measured overhead
was 95% for 464.h264ref.
We also measured the overhead of context-sensitive DSR within the context of a webserver.
We built the Apache httpd web server with each of the four configurations and compare the
throughput to a baseline built with link-time optimization. The server was configured to
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Figure 3.4: Throughput overhead for Apache httpd.
serve static files, and we tested file sizes ranging from 128KB to 8MB and used ApacheBench
to generate requests. To minimize the effect of network latency, we generated the requests
from the same system running the server. For each file size, we generated 100,000 requests
with concurrency level set to four and measured the throughput. We repeated the measurements 30 times and report the average of the 30 runs. Figure 3.4 shows these results. For
small file sizes the overhead is less, the throughput overhead for a 128KB file with contextsensitive DSR was 8%. However, the overhead increases dramatically for file sizes 1MB and
above, the highest overhead was 63%, which was for 2MB files with context-sensitive DSR.
The average throughput overhead across all files sizes for context-sensitive DSR was 38%.
There was not a significant difference in the overhead between each of the four configurations, although context-sensitive DSR is able to provide increased precision for Apache httpd
(see subsection 3.5.2).
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Benchmark
400.perlbench
401.bzip2
429.mcf
458.sjeng
462.libquantum
464.h264ref
473.astar
433.milc
450.soplex
453.povray
470.lbm

Prior
Work
313
86
37
366
35
754
60
603
63
338
23

Context
Insensitive
541
88
41
473
48
987
63
644
68
588
25

precision increase (geomean)
nginx
ProFTPD
sshd
WU-FTPD
mcrypt
Apache httpd

259 357
406 628
272 358
581 721
176 222
2831 4452

precision increase (geomean)

Context
Sensitive

(72.8%) 782 (149.8%)
( 2.3%)
92 ( 07.0%)
(10.8%)
41 ( 10.8%)
(29.2%) 486 ( 32.8%)
(37.1%)
48 ( 37.1%)
(30.9%) 1152 ( 52.8%)
( 5.0%)
89 ( 48.3%)
( 6.8%) 726 ( 20.4%)
( 7.9%) 142 (125.4%)
(74.0%) 950 (181.1%)
( 8.7%)
25 ( 08.7%)
(23.7%)

( 52.2%)

(37.8%) 575
(54.7%) 667
(31.6%) 559
(24.1%) 741
(26.1%) 257
(57.3%) 4606

(122.0%)
( 64.3%)
(105.5%)
( 27.5%)
( 46.0%)
( 62.7%)

(38.0%)

( 68.3%)

Table 3.1: Number of static equivalence classes.
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3.5.2

Precision

Context-sensitive DSR can only stop attacks if it can place the legitimate targets of attackercontrolled instructions in different equivalence classes than the memory locations the attacker
wishes to access. If an attacker-controlled instruction is used to access a memory location
in the same equivalence class as its legitimate targets, the attack will likely succeed. This
property also applies to other defenses that rely on static analysis to restrict data flow,
including Data-Flow Integrity [17] and WIT [3]. Thus, it is important that the analysis
distinguishes memory accesses into as many distinct equivalence classes as possible.
To demonstrate the added security of our context-sensitive analysis, we built the SPEC
benchmarks and several programs using three of the four different DSR configurations and we
counted the number of encrypted equivalence classes under each configuration. We excluded
Full Key Size from this comparison, as it uses the exact same equivalence classes as Prior
DSR. Table 3.1 shows the number of encrypted equivalence classes for each configuration,
as well as the percentage increase from the first configuration.
We observe that context-sensitive DSR yields an increased number of equivalence classes
compared to prior work and context-insensitive DSR. The loss of precision from a contextinsensitive analysis increases the chances that an attacker will manage to find vulnerable
code that encrypts data with the desired encryption key. Context-sensitive always yielded
the most precise result, although there are cases where both context-insensitive and contextsensitive produced the same number of equivalence classes. This was seen for the benchmarks
429.mcf, 462.libquantum, and 470.lbm. The precision of different analysis algorithms depends on the structure of the program, for these programs a context-insensitive analysis provides an equally precise result as a context-sensitive analysis. In general, context-sensitive
provides a benefit, on average the number of equivalence classes increased by 52.2% for
SPEC benchmarks and 62.7% for the programs we evaluated. It is important to note that
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Benchmark

Context Insensitive Context Sensitive
Average Maximum Average Maximum

400.perlbench
401.bzip2
429.mcf
458.sjeng
462.libquantum
464.h264ref
473.astar
433.milc
450.soplex
453.povray
470.lbm

3.36
1.09
1
1.18
0.82
1.38
1.97
0.91
1.25
6.47
1

3802
9
3
36
1
150
41
43
267
3125
2

3.21
1.04
1
1.15
0.81
1.04
1.46
0.79
0.61
34.79
1

3816
9
3
36
1
150
41
43
267
3125
2

nginx
ProFTPD
sshd
WU-FTPD
mcrypt
Apache httpd

3.58
1.43
1.97
1.39
0.95
1.35

2059
1579
331
491
127
4045

3.67
1.26
1.18
1.12
0.84
1.21

1956
1054
201
303
116
3131

Table 3.2: Number of allocations per static equivalence class.
the additional equivalence classes identified and protected by context-sensitive DSR also
include memory that is considered safe and thus left unencrypted by prior work (see subsection 3.3.2). This gives context-sensitive DSR additional resistance against temporal memory
vulnerabilities such as use-after-free or uninitialized-read.
Another important security property is the size of the equivalence classes, since the larger
an equivalence class gets, the easier it generally becomes to illegitimately access variables
within that class. To quantify equivalence class sizes, we modified our analyses to track the
number of allocation sites (global, stack, and heap) contained within an equivalence class. For
global and stack allocations, these correspond to variable declarations, for heap allocations
they are calls to heap allocator functions like malloc. We counted both the average and
maximum number of allocation sites per equivalence class, as shown in Table 3.2. The
results show that, in general, the context-sensitive analysis used by context-sensitive DSR
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gives lower number of allocation sites across the benchmarks, and in many cases reduces
the size of the largest equivalence class substantially. Note that some benchmarks actually
show an increase in average number of allocation sites. This is because an allocation site
can be counted multiple times in different contexts with context-sensitive analysis. This
is evident in the results for 453.povray, for which the average size of an equivalence class
increased substantially. Context-sensitive DSR still provides improved security, the results in
Table 3.1 show that the number of equivalence classes increased by 181.1%. While the size of
individual equivalence classes in 453.povray did not change, context-sensitive DSR placed
many allocation sites in different equivalence classes for different contexts, making it more
difficult for an attacker to perform a successful overwrite compared to context-insensitive
DSR.

3.5.3

Real World Exploit

We evaluated context-sensitive DSR against a recent data-oriented attack presented by Hu
et al. [56]. The attack exploits a format string vulnerability in the wu-ftpd server to perform
privilege escalation. Specifically, the attack overwrites a global pointer to a struct passwd.
The overwritten pointer is later read and then dereferenced by the server, and the dereferenced value is interpreted as a user ID. This user ID is subsequently used as an argument
for a setuid call. The attacker escalates the privileges of the vulnerable application by
overwriting the global pointer with the address of memory that contains the value 0, which
is the user ID of the root user.
We built two versions of the wu-ftpd binary: a base and a version protected by contextsensitive DSR. We then tested the exploit against both versions. The exploit was successful
against the base version, but did not work against the protected version. While the attacker
is still able to overwrite the pointer with context-sensitive DSR, the subsequent read used a
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different encryption key than the instruction that overwrote the pointer, making it impossible
for the attacker to reliably control the outcome of the overwrite. This causes the argument
to the setuid call to be an unpredictable value. Context-sensitive DSR identifies three
equivalence classes involved in this exploit: the class accessed by the vulnerable instruction
during valid executions, the class of the pointer variable, and the class used for dereferences
of the pointer. These classes are accessed using distinct keys, kv , kp , and kd respectively. To
reliably control the result of this exploit an attacker would have to guess two 64-bit secret
values, kv ⊕ kp and kd , and therefore the attack has a low chance of succeeding.

3.6

Discussion

We have improved an important aspect of DSR, namely the number of attacks that will be
stopped. This is accomplished by increasing the precision of the static analysis. We also take
a principled approach in our implementation and do not make design decisions that compromise security such as omitting any equivalence classes from instrumentation or reducing
the width of keys in the presence of unaligned memory accesses. While previous implementations did make these compromises [15, 11], they were aware of the security implications of
doing so, and provided justification for their design choices. However, while we increase the
precision, there are still limitations that context-sensitive DSR shares with prior work.
Chief among these is the weakness to known-plaintext attacks. If an attacker knows the
value of the plaintext data, and is able to leak the encrypted data, they can deduce the key
because the encryption is implemented simply as an XOR operation. This can be mitigated
by randomizing the layout of the program and data, so an attacker cannot know the intended
plaintext value of any piece of data. We expect that context-sensitive DSR will be deployed
on systems with ASLR enabled, and further mitigation could be provided by more finegrained forms of randomization, for example data structure layout randomization [72].
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A related issue is that randomizing data using xor operations does not provide any integrity
checking. This gives the attacker leeway to exchange encrypted data within the same equivalence class without knowing the key. In order to craft an exploit using this technique, the
attacker will still need to know the meaning of the encrypted data, although they do not
need to know the exact plaintext value. This is analogous to the limitation of many CFI
approaches where an adversary can swap a pointer with another pointer as long as both
pointers are allowed targets for a given indirect branch. The lack of integrity checking is an
example of a performance-security trade off, and like CFI, DSR makes attacks substantially
harder to construct.
Another attack vector against DSR is to target variables for which the range of valid values
is a small subset of the possible values for the data type. An example is Boolean variables
in C programs. A memory byte representing a Boolean value can have 28 different values,
but only one of them will be interpreted as false. If an attacker wishes to change a false
value to true, the attack will have a high probability of succeeding. In practice, many C
programs are written such that Boolean variables will only have a limited number of values,
often just 0 or 1. Attacks targeting these values could be mitigated by using a range analysis
to identify the valid ranges and inserting checks to ensure the plaintext data is always within
the allowed range.
A possible way to bypass DSR is to leak the encryption keys directly by disclosing the code.
In our system, the keys will appear as constant operands to instructions in the machine
code of the program. If an attacker can leak the code, they can discover every key used
by the program. DSR provides mitigation against memory leaks, the leaked data will be
encrypted with the key assigned to the instruction used to perform the leak. However, if
an attacker can determine that key, they can then leak the code and discover every other
key used by the program. This attack vector requires the attacker to read the code, so
it can be stopped by enforcing execute-only code. Execute-only code cannot be enforced
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using memory permissions on x86, but there are systems like Readactor [26] that provide
enforcement of execute-only code.
Context-sensitive DSR also introduces a new potential issue. With context-sensitive DSR,
keys are not always constants, instead they can change depending on the calling context.
This means that an attacker may be able to alter the keys. The context frame is implemented by passing additional function arguments which contain dynamic keys. Under the
calling conventions of the System V ABI [78], used by systems running Linux on the AMD64
architecture, the first 6 integer arguments are passed in registers, and the remaining arguments are passed in the stack. Data in registers is not vulnerable to memory corruption,
but depending on the number of arguments, keys may be placed on the stack where they
are vulnerable to overwrites. Even if the dynamic key arguments are placed in registers, the
compiler may choose to save them on the stack to free the register for other operations, and
register values will often need to be saved on the stack during function calls. These factors
mean it is likely that there are some points in a program where keys will appear in writable
memory, and are vulnerable to tampering. It has been shown that CFI implementations
that inadvertently place critical data onto the stack can be bypassed by overwriting that
data [24], and an attacker may be able to similarly bypass context-sensitive DSR. DSR
mitigates overwrites by encrypting data, so an attacker that does not know any keys will not
be able to control the result of an overwrite. Even so, this changes the invariant that keys
are immutable values within the program, and adds an additional attack vector.
Keys that will later be used as part of an encryption or decryption operation will only
appear on the stack, so they can be protected using general purpose stack protections. For
example stack canaries [25] can be placed on the stack adjacent to saved keys to indicate
if an overwrite has occurred. Another option is to deploy context-sensitive DSR with Safe
Stack [65]. Safe Stack separates the stack into a two stacks, an unsafe stack containing
objects that are vulnerable to overflows, and a safe stack containing objects that are always
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accessed safely. Encryption keys will be placed on the safe stack since they are placed on
the stack only by the compiler.
Another drawback of context-sensitive DSR is the increased performance overhead. While
it may be acceptable for many applications, it is still higher than prior DSR systems. While
it allows for more precise analysis, tracking context adds additional overhead, and we also
make different design decisions to prioritize security over performance. In many exploit
mitigations there is the concept of a trade-off between performance and security, and we
feel that the increased security guarantees provided by context-sensitive DSR justify the
additional overhead.

3.7

Conclusion

Memory corruption exploits are dangerous threats to secure software. CFI and ASLR are effective mitigations against code reuse attacks, but they do not stop non-control data attacks.
DSR is a promising approach to stop both non-control and control data attacks, however
existing work used imprecise analysis which may allow sufficient leeway for an attacker to
construct an exploit. Additionally, in order to reduce run time overheads, prior implementations chose to compromise the security level by reducing key size for unaligned memory
accesses and only protecting equivalence classes that are vulnerable to spatial memory errors.
We presented context-sensitive DSR, an improved version of DSR that has higher precision.
To achieve the increased precision we construct equivalence classes using context-sensitive
points-to analysis and dynamically track run-time context using context frames. The higher
precision increases the number of attacks context-sensitive DSR will stop because it is more
likely that an attacker will introduce forbidden data flow during an attack.
Context-sensitive DSR also provides increased security by always using 8-byte encryption
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keys and encrypting all possible equivalence classes. This makes context-sensitive DSR
harder to bypass. It is unlikely an attacker will correctly guess a random 8-byte value, and
encrypting all equivalence classes provides additional protection against temporal memory
errors which would otherwise be missed.
Context-sensitive DSR does come with higher run time overheads, however it provides protection against a much wider range of attacks than prior DSR systems. Although the overheads
are increased, they still compare favorably with systems that enforce spatial and temporal
memory safety [82].
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Chapter 4
Hardware Assisted Randomization of
Data

4.1

Motivation

Context-sensitive DSR improves the precision available to DSR systems, but fails to address
some of the other limitations discussed in section 3.6. However we can protect mutable
keys and reduce the performance overhead by enhancing context-sensitive DSR to utilize
a hardware extension designed to support the instrumentation operations of DSR. This
motivated our work on hardware assisted randomization of data (HARD). A hardware
extension protect keys from being leaked or tampered with, and can substantially reduce the
run time overhead by accelerating the encryption operations. The hardware extension will
manage the keys used by the program and provide specialized instructions for the encryption
operations used by DSR. Belleville et al. [10] present one such hardware extension which
can be used to implement a DSR system. We utilized this hardware to create HARD, a
hardware-assisted, context-sensitive, DSR system that is resilient against key leakage and
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tampering, and has low run time overhead.

4.2

Design

Context-sensitive DSR requires four general operations:

1. Load a value from memory and XOR with key.
2. XOR a value with key and store to memory.
3. Fetch a key from the current context frame.
4. Construct a context frame.

A software-only implementation of context-sensitive DSR uses standard xor instructions for
encryption and decryption operations, constructs context frames by passing additional arguments to functions, and accesses keys in the context frame as arguments at a specific offset
within the argument list. Much of the complexity required for context-sensitive DSR is in
the static analysis, the instrumentation operations added during the program transformation
are straightforward, and can be implemented directly in hardware. To support these operations we designed a hardware extension that can be used to implement DSR systems [10].
The hardware extension provides instructions that are able to perform all of the four operations necessary for context-sensitive DSR. Specifically the hardware is able to accelerate the
encryption and decryption operations, and manages encryption keys and context frames to
ensure they cannot be leaked or tampered with. We use the same static analysis described
in section 3.3 to construct HARD, a system to perform hardware assisted randomization of
data. HARD provides the same increase in precision provided by context-sensitive DSR, it
is resistant to attacks that attempt to bypass DSR by leaking or tampering with keys, and
it has lower performance overheads.
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4.2.1

Hardware Capabilities

Our hardware extension extends the RISC-V instruction set architecture [105] by providing
two new sets of instructions. One is used to load data from, or store data to encrypted
memory. The other set is used to construct and manage context frames.
For each type of load and store instruction in the RISC-V instruction set architecture, they
provide a variant to access encrypted memory that decrypts data when loading and encrypts
data when storing. The key is specified as an immediate operand to the instruction, but
instead of providing the key value directly, the operand is an identifier the hardware uses to
fetch the actual key. The actual key values, and the memory used to store them, are managed
by the operating system kernel and the hardware. The operating system never makes the
memory containing the keys available in the address space of the protected process. These
enhanced load and store instructions allow us to efficiently perform operations 1 and 2 from
the above list.
The specialized load and store instructions are also used to perform operation 3. One
bit within the immediate operand to these instructions is used to specify whether the key
identifier is interpreted as a global identifier of a static key, or as the index into the context
frame of a dynamic key. If this bit is set, the hardware will transparently fetch the key from
the context frame and use that key for the encryption operation.
The second set of instructions they provide is for constructing and managing context frames.
The hardware provides a stack abstraction for context frames, referred to as the Context
Stack, and provides instructions to push and pop entries onto the stack. There are always
two context frames that are accessible, there is the currently active frame, from which keys
can be fetched, and there is the under construction frame, to which keys can be copied.
A context frame is constructed by using new instructions which copy keys to the under
construction frame. The key copied to the under construction frame can either be a static
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key, identified by it’s unique identifier, or a dynamic key, identified by an offset in the
currently active context frame. Once a context frame has been constructed, the drpush
instruction pushes the under construction frame onto the stack, and makes it the currently
active frame. The argument to drpush is the number of slots in the currently active context
frame. This is necessary because the hardware only provides the ability to construct and
access the frames, but tracking context, ensuring the correct keys are placed in the context
frame, and determining the size of each context frame must be handled at the software level.
When a function returns, the drpop instruction is used to deactivate a context frame. It
pops a context frame from the stack, deactivating the active context frame and activating
the previous context frame. This set of instructions allows us to implement operation 4.
The stack used to hold context frames is managed by the hardware and operating system
kernel, and is separate from the program’s stack. It can only be accessed through this set of
instructions, and the memory used for the stack is never mapped within the address space
of the protected process.

4.2.2

Software

The additional hardware provides mechanisms to efficiently perform the operations needed
for a DSR system, but it does not identify equivalence classes or automatically track context.
Much of the complication is still handled at the software level during compilation. We reuse
the analysis and equivalence class identification described in section 3.3. The only change we
must make is how we handle string formatting functions. For printf style functions, we had
previously extended the context frame by adding additional variadic arguments for the keys
of variadic pointer arguments. We can no longer treat these functions as a special case since
the hardware requires all context frames to be fixed size. Instead, we handle printf style
functions the same as other variadic functions, all variadic arguments are placed in a single
equivalence class, and a single slot is allocated in the context frame to hold this key. This
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does reduce the precision compared to software-only DSR, but the improved performance
and resilience against key leakage that the hardware provide justify this trade-off of precision
for this special case.
The HARD program transformation performs the same analysis and instrumentation as
context-sensitive DSR, but we modify it to target the new hardware. We instrument load
and store instructions by first marking them with the identifier of the key they will use,
either a static identifier for a static equivalence class, or an offset in the context frame for a
dynamic equivalence class. Then we rewrite these instructions to replace them with the new
load and store instructions that access encrypted data and provide the key identifier as the
immediate operand.
We instrument function calls to track calling context using the hardware instructions for
constructing and activating context frames. Before function calls that require dynamic keys,
we insert instructions to construct a context frame. Then immediately before the call we
ensure the frame is activated by inserting drpush. We track how many keys are in each
context frame, and provide this as the size argument to drpush. It is important to note
that we need to insert drpush before all calls, even if the target function does not require
dynamic keys. Although they do not require anything to be copied into the context frame,
they may call a function that does. We must activate an empty context frame before calling
these functions because drpush requires the size of the currently active context frame. If
we do not do this, the size of the currently active frame would depend on the caller of the
function, which will lead to errors because we could not statically provide the correct size
argument to drpush.
To restore the correct context we insert drpop before returns. We add the instruction
before all return instructions in functions that require a non-empty context frame. However,
we cannot safely do the same within functions that do not require dynamic keys. These
functions require an empty context frame to be created, but it is possible that a function
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with no dynamic keys is called indirectly from a call site that also targets a library function.
Before the call we insert instructions to construct an empty context frame, but external code
will never execute drpop. To ensure that the correct context is always restored in these cases,
we insert the drpop instruction immediately after the call instruction. This is only required
for functions that have empty context frames. If the context frame is non-empty, the call
site is either targeting an internal function, or a wrapper function for a library function, and
in both cases we will insert drpop before the return instruction.

4.3

Implementation

We implemented HARD within LLVM 3.8 for RISC-V. Our implementation is based on our
implementation of context-sensitive DSR and we reused portions of the Context-Sensitive
DSR analysis and transformation. In order to target the new hardware, we extended LLVM
to be able to emit the new instructions. We add intrinsic instructions to LLVM IR that
represent the new hardware instructions, and modified the context-sensitive DSR transformation to insert these IR instructions. We also modified the lower level representations
LLVM uses to transform IR into machine code to represent these instructions, and added
support withing the code generator to emit the new instructions.
When using the hardware, it is no longer necessary to assign a specific key value to each
equivalence class, instead the key is specified by an identifier. Instead of assigning a key that
is used in encryption operations, we change the transformation to assign these identifiers
and supply them as the operands to the hardware instructions. However, encoding details
of the hardware instructions limit the total number of keys available to the program. The
hardware limits the size of static IDs to eleven bits and dynamic IDs to nine bits. This
means that the maximum number of keys available to the program is 2048, and no context
frame can exceed 512 entries. No program we evaluated had a context frame exceeding 512
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entries, and while most programs we evaluated used less than 2048 keys, some programs did
use more. We assign the IDs consecutively from the available values, and if we exceed 2048
we will reuse IDs, and therefore keys, between multiple equivalence classes. This reduces
the effective number of equivalence classes to 2048, we discuss the security impact of reusing
keys between equivalence classes in subsection 4.4.2.
The transition to uninstrumented library code is still handled using wrapper functions, however we must ensure that the wrapper functions also use the new hardware capabilities. We
modified the wrapper functions used by context-sensitive DSR to use the added instructions.
The wrapper functions are written in C, and we used inline assembly code to insert the new
instructions used to perform encryption and decryption operations. We made heavy use of
C preprocessor macros to provide an abstract programming interface to implement wrapper
functions. The macro interface is used to perform the memory encryption operations, and
the macro definitions control the code that is inserted. We use different definitions of the preprocessor macros depending on if we are targeting hardware-assisted, or software-only DSR,
which allowed us to share the same wrapper function implementations between HARD and
software-only context-sensitive DSR.

4.4

Evaluation

We implemented and tested several configurations of HARD’s analysis and instrumentation
passes and compared them to prior DSR implementations, these are the same configurations
presented in section 3.5. We evaluated the different configurations on RISC-V, both with
and without utilizing hardware support:

• The Prior DSR configuration mimics prior DSR implementations. For this configuration, we used a context-insensitive points-to analysis to calculate the equivalence
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Benchmark

Prior DSR
Full Key Size
Context Insensitive Context Sensitive
SW Only SW Only HW Supp. SW Only HW Supp. SW Only HARD

164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf

11.42%
20.14%
12.35%
7.91%
35.61%
3.59%
10.85%
1.65%
14.69%
11.95%
8.52%
16.11%

40.17%
40.29%
22.43%
7.88%
58.81%
7.21%
17.51%
1.58%
14.20%
28.32%
76.04%
29.11%

3.19%
8.67%
3.23%
3.70%
6.77%
0.43%
6.18%
0.46%
5.75%
2.58%
5.17%
3.51%

70.63%
51.24%
29.00%
7.80%
68.20%
17.97%
18.21%
22.22%
21.48%
28.75%
83.92%
48.43%

geomean

12.60%

26.99% 4.11%

4.43%
9.64%
3.93%
3.74%
7.03%
0.87%
5.55%
1.35%
6.32%
4.33%
6.81%
4.47%

36.96% 4.85%

70.94%
51.57%
34.68%
7.85%
70.83%
25.17%
22.59%
23.19%
24.26%
43.68%
83.98%
54.13%

7.68%
9.81%
6.37%
3.69%
8.04%
4.70%
8.88%
1.11%
6.64%
12.33%
5.78%
4.70%

40.96% 6.61%

Table 4.1: Run-time overhead of HARD and software-only DSR on SPEC CINT 2000.
classes, but we did not instrument accesses to safe objects and used weak encryption
keys for unaligned accesses (cf. subsection 3.3.2).
• The Full Key Size configuration uses the same analysis, but uses full 8-byte keys for
all memory accesses (including unaligned accesses).
• The Full Context Insensitive configuration also uses the context-insensitive analysis
and 8-byte keys, but encrypts accesses to all equivalence classes rather than just the
unsafe ones.
• The Context Sensitive configuration uses context-sensitive analysis to calculate
equivalence classes, 8-byte keys, and encrypts all equivalence classes.

4.4.1

Performance

To measure the run-time overhead of HARD we tested the four different configurations
with and without architectural support. We were unable to utilize hardware support for the
Prior DSR configuration because the hardware does not support variable sized keys, for this
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configuration we only present software-only results. We evaluated all configurations on an
FPGA implementation of RISC-V with our hardware extension. The FPGA has a 25MHz
clock and has 256MiB of DDR3 memory. We ran the RISC-V port of Linux 4.1.17, which
we modified to manage the additional hardware. Since this platform is severely resource
constrained, we opted to evaluate the run-time performance using the SPEC CINT 2000
benchmark suite, instead of the more recent SPEC CPU 2006. For the same reason, we
also ran the benchmark programs on the train inputs, as the board does not have enough
memory to use the ref inputs.
Table 4.1 shows our evaluation results. Each increasingly secure configuration results in
additional overhead, and in all cases hardware support is able to substantially reduce the
overhead. The overhead of the most precise configuration is 6.61% with hardware support,
while the overhead of the software-only implementation is 40.96%. Increasing the security
still increases the overhead, however by making efficient use of additional hardware, HARD
is able to provide the same level of protection as context-sensitive DSR with about one
sixth the performance overhead. Additionally, HARD provides greater security with lower
performance overhead than a software-only implementation of less secure DSR schemes like
those described in prior work [11, 15].

4.4.2

Security

HARD also has desirable security properties. The additional hardware provides HARD
resilience against key disclosure and tampering. The hardware and operating system manage
the memory used to store encryption keys and context frames and these cannot be accessed
within the protected process. The processor accesses these memory regions directly using
the physical memory address, the operating system allocates the memory regions, and that
memory is never mapped to the virtual memory range of any user mode process. This
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Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf

Prior Work

Context Insensitive

77 127 ( 64.9%)
630 717 ( 13.8%)
1221 2115 ( 73.2%)
37
41 ( 10.8%)
943 1133 ( 20.2%)
289 343 ( 18.7%)
1160 1556 ( 34.1%)
268 491 ( 83.2%)
196 394 (101.0%)
763 911 ( 19.4%)
71
96 ( 35.2%)
442 692 ( 56.6%)

precision increase

( 41.4%)

Context Sensitive
145
801
2957
41
1161
443
1722
528
499
1598
106
797

( 88.3%)
( 27.1%)
(142.2%)
( 10.8%)
( 23.1%)
( 53.3%)
( 48.5%)
( 97.0%)
(154.6%)
(109.4%)
( 49.3%)
( 80.3%)
( 68.1%)

Table 4.2: The number of static equivalence classes that each analysis finds for SPEC CINT
2000 benchmarks.
memory can only be accessed by the specialized memory encryption and context management
instructions, so an attacker cannot disclose the encryption keys or tamper with context
frames. This protects mutable dynamic keys, and makes HARD more difficult to bypass
than a software-only DSR system.
Since HARD uses the same analysis as context-sensitive DSR, it also provides increased
precision compared to prior DSR work. We fully analyze the benefits of increased precision
for context-sensitive DSR in subsection 3.5.2. The same results are valid for the equivalence
classes used by HARD. We also present additional results for the specific benchmarks used
to evaluate HARD. For the SPEC CINT 2000 benchmarks, Table 4.2 shows the number of
static equivalence classes and Table 4.3 shows the number of allocation sites per equivalence
class. From this set, there is one benchmark, 181.mcf, where the context-insensitive and
context-sensitive analysis find the same number of equivalence classes. There are programs
where a context-insensitive algorithm will produce an equally precise result as a contextsensitive one, but the context-sensitive analysis used by HARD and context-sensitive DSR
consistently provides the most precise result.
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Benchmark
164.gzip
175.vpr
176.gcc
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
252.eon
253.perlbmk
254.gap
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf

Context Insensitive Context Sensitive
Average Maximum Average Maximum
1.21
1.21
2.48
1.07
1.11
1.73
1.47
4.13
4.18
2.99
1.11
1.05

8
71
2824
3
57
379
519
1875
1355
1521
11
18

1.09
1.13
1.87
1.07
1.08
1.41
1.23
4.24
3.73
3.73
1.01
0.91

8
48
2187
3
42
290
273
1872
1270
1071
3
9

Table 4.3: Number of allocations per equivalence class for SPEC CINT 2000 benchmarks.
The hardware extension used by HARD limits the number of static and dynamic keys that
can be used. The program cannot use more than 2048 static keys, and no function can use
more than 512 dynamic keys. The limit on dynamic keys is sufficient for the programs we
evaluated, the maximum number of dynamic keys needed was 13. However, our experience
shows that there are programs that may use more than 2048 static keys, and the increased
precision of context-sensitive analysis can make this more likely. Of the SPEC CINT 2000
benchmarks we used to evaluate HARD, only one, 176.gcc, had more than 2048 static
equivalence classes. When using the hardware to protect 176.gcc, we will have to reuse
equivalence class IDs and therefore encryption keys. Other techniques that have a space
constraint imposed on the protection mechanism are also limited in the protection they can
provide. For example, the entries in the color table used by WIT [3] are 1-byte long, which
limits WIT to use 256 distinct colors at most. HARD’s limit of 2048 IDs allows it to protect
much more complex programs than WIT. The security impact of static ID reuse could be
reduced by carefully choosing which equivalence classes may share IDs.
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4.5

Conclusion

DSR is an effective defense against a wide range of memory corruption attacks, and contextsensitive DSR is the most complete form of DSR currently available. However contextsensitive DSR fails to protect the encryption keys from tampering or disclosure, and the
increased protection it provides comes with higher run time overheads, which may be unacceptable for some applications.
HARD is a hardware assisted implementation of context-sensitive DSR. We make efficient
use of an extension to the RISC-V ISA designed to support common operations needed by
DSR systems. By making effective use of the hardware, HARD provides the same increased
precision of context-sensitive DSR, but with much lower run time overheads. Additionally,
we use the hardware to manage the encryption keys and protect them from attacks. On
systems with this hardware support, HARD is able to provide precise protection against
spatial and temporal memory errors, with low run time overheads.
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Chapter 5
Kernel Address Leak Detector

5.1

Motivation

Although much progress has been made on techniques that mitigate memory corruption,
many techniques have failed to see widespread deployment due to performance concerns [99].
Randomization-based defenses are among the techniques that have found or that are finding
their way into commodity systems, thanks in no small part to their relatively low run-time
performance impact.
Since memory corruption exploits typically require knowledge of the memory layout,
randomization-based defenses force adversaries to expend additional effort to learn the memory layout before attempting to take control of the victim process. In the simplest case, the
adversary seeks to overwrite a specific variable in the program. With randomization, the
attacker must first guess or discover the address in memory used to store that variable.
If the adversary resorts to guessing, odds are that the program will crash and thus alert
defenders before a correct guess is made. Since randomization relies on hiding the memory layout, adversaries look for ways to leak the memory contents as an alternative to raw
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guessing [97, 90].
Randomization can be applied at many granularities and at different stages in a program’s
development and deployment cycle [67]. Address space layout randomization (ASLR) is the
de facto standard way to add randomness to the memory layout of a running process [85].
ASLR shifts the base address of each segment (code, data, stacks) by adding a random offset
to its default location. Since ASLR preserves the internal structure of each segment, an
adversary that leaks a single pointer to a section can infer the exact layout of that entire
section.
ASLR was first adopted for code running in user mode, but is now commonly applied to
operating system kernels as well. The Linux kernel, which is used for desktop PCs, servers,
and mobile phones (as part of the Android operating system), now supports kernel ASLR
(KASLR). KASLR functions similarly to ordinary ASLR for user-space programs. During
system boot, the locations of code and data are placed at a randomized offset within the
available kernel memory space.
KASLR independently randomizes the base addresses of the kernel, stack, and heap at boot
time, but it does not randomize the internal layout of any of the regions. Furthermore,
KASLR uses the same randomization offset for the code and global data within the kernel
region. Attackers can therefore infer the entire layout of the kernel, including that of its
executable code, if they can discover a single pointer to a known instruction or global data
variable. Since pointers to kernel code or global data must be kept secret, we refer to such
pointers as sensitive pointers.
If attackers discover a sensitive pointer, and thus learn the kernel code layout, they could
then attempt to mount privilege escalation attacks against the kernel using either code
reuse or non-control data corruption. A Google Project Zero member recently demonstrated
a return-oriented programming attack against Android smartphone kernels by exploiting
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overflow bugs in a touch screen driver [46]. At BlackHat 2017, a security researcher presented
a privilege escalation attack on Android by combining a jump-oriented programming attack
to get a root process and a data-only attack to disable SE-Android [92].
The first step in both of these attacks is leaking a kernel pointer. A number of recent
vulnerabilities show that it is feasible to leak such pointers to non-privileged applications
running in user-space. These vulnerabilities exist in two forms: those that exploit memory
corruption to disclose pointers [92, 29, 28, 31, 30, 27], and those where the kernel code
directly discloses addresses [47, 32]. There are also attacks that infer kernel-space addresses
indirectly through micro-architectural side channels [62, 58, 49]. While micro-architectural
side channels can be prevented using kernel page table isolation [48], and there are many
strategies to statically detect memory corruption vulnerabilities within the kernel [76, 45, 75],
there are few mitigations that prevent or detect direct disclosure vulnerabilities.
In this section, we present the Kernel Address Leak Detector (KALD), a static analysis tool
that can find locations where the kernel directly leaks sensitive addresses to user-space memory. Contrary to the current practice of labor-intensive and error-prone manual code reviewing, our tool can automatically analyze the kernel source code to find these issues.

5.2
5.2.1

Background
Code-reuse Attacks

Commodity operating systems primarily rely on enforcement-based techniques to prevent
certain types of exploits. Enforcing strict data execution prevention (W⊕X) prevents most
code-injection attacks [6], as pages cannot be simultaneously writable and executable. Modern operating systems also prevent executing user-space code with kernel privileges by using
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supervisor mode execution prevention on x86 [61] and privilege execute-never on ARM [7].
Unfortunately, attackers can circumvent these mitigations by crafting exploits that reuse
existing kernel code [107, 43]. Code-reuse attack techniques exploit memory corruption vulnerabilities to alter control flow data such that existing sequences of instructions (a.k.a.
gadgets) are chained together in order to perform malicious actions. These techniques include return-oriented programming (ROP) [91], which targets return addresses on the stack,
and jump-oriented programming (JOP) [18], which targets function pointers.

5.2.2

Kernel ASLR

One common defense against code-reuse attacks is address space layout randomization
(ASLR). ASLR introduces randomness into the memory layout of the program. For example, user-space ASLR on Linux randomizes the location of stack, mmap, brk and text
sections. Similar to user-space ASLR, KASLR is implemented in modern operating systems
by adding a random offset, the KASLR offset, to the default loading address of kernel, so
that the location of the kernel’s code and global data are randomized during system start up.
This stops kernel code-reuse attacks because an attacker no longer knows the exact address
of any gadgets. An attacker will now have to guess the location of the gadgets, and if the
layout entropy is large enough, it is very likely that the guessed locations will be wrong, and
the attack will fail.
User and kernel ASLR are effective countermeasures to code-reuse attacks and are widely
adopted by mainstream operating systems [63], as shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: ASLR adoption in mainstream operating systems
Operating System
Linux 2.6.12
Windows Vista
OS X 10.5
iOS 5
Android 4.0
OS X 10.8
iOS 6
Linux 3.14
Samsung Android 6.0
Android 8.0

5.2.3

ASLR Type
User
User/Kernel
User
User
User
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel
Kernel

Year
2005
2007
2007
2011
2011
2012
2012
2014
2016
2017

Address Leakage

The most common technique to bypass ASLR is code derandomization using address leakage.
When KASLR is applied, the first step towards a successful code-reuse attack is to bypass
KASLR by leaking a code or global data pointer [92].
There are several ways that an attacker can find such a pointer. One option is to exploit a
memory disclosure vulnerability to read a kernel address directly from the kernel memory.
However, this requires finding a reliable memory disclosure, which may not be available.
Another option is to find a case where the kernel writes an address to a user-readable
location. This could be user-space memory, if the kernel writes the value of a kernel pointer
there as the result of a system call, or it could be a user-readable log file, if the kernel outputs
addresses as part of log messages as in recently discovered vulnerabilities [47, 32]. Most of
the kernel’s code was written before KASLR was implemented, and there are cases where
the kernel discloses addresses to user processes. As a result, it is often possible to find a
kernel address. Kernel developers now know that kernel addresses should not be written to
user-space memory or logged, but without an effective way to catch these issues, there may
still exist cases where addresses are written.
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Figure 5.1: Sequence of operations in KALD

5.3

Design

We designed KALD as a tool that statically analyzes the kernel source code to find code that
may leak the KASLR offset. Since KALD performs static analysis, it can achieve complete
program coverage and detect leaks even on rarely executed code paths. This is not possible
with alternative methods like fuzzing or taint analysis, which can only find issues on code
that is actually executed. Figure 5.1 illustrates the different steps of this static analysis.
KALD begins by finding and marking all calls to output functions. These are functions that
can write data to user-visible locations, such as the register context or user-space memory.
Next, KALD runs a points-to analysis to calculate the set of memory locations each program
value may point to. KALD then examines all calls to output functions and queries the results
of the points-to analysis to determine if any of the function arguments passed at the call site
are sensitive values. If a call to an output function may leak sensitive values, then we mark
the call site as potentially dangerous.

5.3.1

Output Function Identification

While the kernel can directly write data to any location, it is customary and highly advisable
to use the standardized interface when accessing user-space memory. This interface ensures
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that the currently running process can legally access a location, and that no memory errors
occur (e.g., because the target page is swapped out to disk). The interface includes API
functions such as copy to user, which can copy data to any virtual memory page mapped
into the user-space program, as well as functions to write to the proc file system, functions
to write to the user-space register context, etc.
We compiled a list of these standardized functions, and use this list to seed our output
function analysis. For each function in the list, we keep track of its name, location, as well
as all the necessary data needed by later stages of our analysis such as which arguments
the function copies to user memory, and whether the arguments are copied as a value or
dereferenced as a pointer. In this list, we also indicate if the function may perform string
formatting, and, if so, which fixed argument contains the format string.
We then analyze the kernel source code to find additional calls to output functions. We are
specifically interested in calls to format string functions such as printk. Some of the format
string functions write data into the system log file, which can be accessed from user-space.
These functions can leak the KASLR offset, but they only leak pointers printed out using
certain format specifiers (e.g., the integer format specifier %ld, or the pointer format specifier
%p).
Many of the other format specifiers are harmless, as they cannot reveal the literal value of a
pointer argument. The %s specifier, for example, indicates that the pointer argument points
to a string, and that the string will be printed but the pointer itself will not be. Linux’s
core format string functions also support the %pK specifier, which does print out pointers,
but obfuscates their value if the pointer points to kernel-space memory, and the currently
running user-space program does not have sufficient privileges1 .
Our output function identification step attempts to parse format strings to identify pointer
1

Specifically, in order to see the real pointer values, the process must have the CAP SYSLOG capability,
and it must not have changed its uid since it originally started.
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void my printk ( struct d e v i c e ∗ dev ,
const char∗ fmt , . . . )
{
struct v a f o r m a t v a f ;
v a l i s t args ;
v a s t a r t ( a r gs , fmt ) ;
v a f . fmt = fmt ;
v a f . va = &a r g s ;
i f ( dev ) {
p r i n t k ( "%s: %pV" , dev name ( dev ) , &v a f ) ;
} else {
p r i n t k ( "(no dev ): %pV" , &v a f ) ;
}
va end ( a r g s ) ;
}
Listing 5.1: A minimal example using the the %pV format specifier.

arguments that could leak to user-accessible locations. This is usually possible because most
format strings are constants, and can thus be parsed at compile time. For non-constant
format strings, we conservatively assume that all of the pointer arguments to the format
string function can potentially leak to user-space.
One particularly challenging aspect of distinguishing harmless format string function calls
from potentially dangerous calls is the Linux kernel-specific %pV format specifier, which is
used to perform recursive string formatting. The corresponding argument of this format
specifier is a pointer to a va format structure. This struct contains two fields: a pointer
to a format string, and an argument list. The format string function recursively substitutes
the %pV specifier by the format string in its corresponding va format structure, and it also
substitutes the corresponding argument itself by the argument list specified in the va format
structure. Listing 5.1 shows a minimal code example that uses the %pV format specifier.
Our analysis inspects every call to a format string function, parses the format string, and
searches for the %pV format specifier. When that format specifier is found, KALD identifies the
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caller of the function, and determines the source of the format string and argument list. We
then add the call to the format string function to our list, along with the expanded format
string and the expanded function argument lists.
The output function identification step of KALD is Linux-specific. KALD could be ported to
analyze other operating system kernels by identifying the relevant API functions within those
operating systems, and handling any platform-specific behavior of these functions.

5.3.2

Points-to Analysis

KALD performs a full-program points-to analysis. Points-to analysis is a static program
analysis that computes an approximation of the set of objects that a pointer can refer to [93].
We use a field-sensitive version of Andersen’s algorithm [5] because there is a high-quality
implementation available for LLVM [98]. Our tool can theoretically work with any points-to
analysis, as long as the analysis can provide the set of objects referred to by each pointer.
KALD could, in other words, easily be adapted to use a different algorithm, allowing it to be
improved if a more sophisticated algorithm is available.

5.3.3

Leak Detection

After the points-to analysis completes, KALD inspects each function call site to determine
if it could leak any sensitive addresses. If the call site targets a function in the list of
output functions, KALD checks each of the arguments to determine if any may leak a sensitive
address. If an argument may leak a sensitive address, the call site is flagged as a potential
leak location. The list of output functions indicates whether the output argument is used
directly as a value, as in the case of the first argument of put user, or dereferenced as a
pointer, for example the second argument of copy to user. KALD uses this information to
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properly analyze the call site.
If the argument is used as a value, KALD will indicate a potential leak if it is a pointer containing a sensitive address. If the argument is dereferenced, KALD will examine the pointed-to
objects and will indicate a potential leak if any of these objects may be a sensitive pointer,
or if any are a struct or buffer which may contain a sensitive pointer.
As we described in Section 5.3.1, calls to format string functions require special treatment
as the format string itself determines whether the function may output pointer values. KALD
parses this format string during the output function identification step (see Section 5.3.1),
and identifies which arguments may leak sensitive address values.
Using the results of the points-to analysis and the list of functions that can copy data to
the user, KALD can check if calls to output functions may leak addresses to user programs.
However, analyzing a large code base such as the Linux kernel using a sound may-alias
analysis can result in false positives if an overly-conservative points-to result says that a
pointer may reference a large number of objects. In order to limit false positive rate, we
apply a type-based heuristic to the points-to results. We use the actual pointer type available
in the code, and compare it with the set of objects that the points-to results indicate may
be referenced by the pointer. If the types do not match, then we remove that element from
the results. To avoid overly restricting the points-to set, we do not require that the types
are exact matches. For scalar types we allow any type that can be losslessly cast to the
target type. For struct types we use the common initial sequence criteria. As defined by
Yong et al., two structures have a common initial sequence if, for a sequence of initial fields,
all corresponding fields have compatible types [109]. If the type of the actual argument is a
common initial sequence of the type of the referenced object, then we consider the types to
match. For array types we apply the relevant criteria to the array element type, including if
the element type is itself an array type, thereby handling nested array types.
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Since we use a field-sensitive analysis, we are also able to apply this heuristic to pointers
that may refer to sub-fields of global structures. The points-to analysis provides the index
into the referenced object. If the type of the field at that index is compatible with the type
of the actual argument, then we consider the types to be compatible.
The type-based heuristic allows us to successfully limit the results of the points-to analysis,
but there are cases where the type information is either not available, or is not useful. This
is the result of generic pointers (void*) and character pointers (char*), which may point
to objects of any type, even under the strict aliasing rule in C. For generic pointers, we
conservatively assume that any type is a possible target, and do not limit the results based
on type.
Using a type-based heuristic can result in false negatives, particularly for a program that is
not type-safe. As a result, KALD will not detect an address leak that is the result of type
confusion. We do not assume that the Linux kernel is completely type safe, but we consider
this a worthwhile trade-off to reduce the number of false positives. Other kernel static
analysis tools have also found this trade-off to be desirable [76]. Finding type confusion bugs
is outside the scope of this work.

5.4

Implementation

We implemented KALD as an analysis pass that operates on LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR) code [68]. We use Clang, the C/C++ front end of the LLVM project, to compile
C source code into LLVM IR, and llvm-link, the LLVM linker, to link multiple LLVM IR
files into a single IR file.
KALD utilizes pointer analysis to detect pointers to kernel code and data. We used the
implementation of Andersen’s analysis [5] from the open source SVF framework [98] as the
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underlying pointer analysis of our implementation.
The input to KALD is the LLVM IR of a program. KALD operates as a module pass, analyzing
the entire LLVM module it is given as input. We analyze each call site that appears in the
LLVM IR to determine if it could potentially leak a kernel address based on the function being
called and the arguments at that call site. However, there are also some kernel interfaces
for writing data to user-space that may be implemented with inline assembly code. For
example, on both x86 and ARM64, put user is implemented as a C macro that inserts
inline assembly code. KALD handles these cases by recognizing the assembly code for these
operations. Within LLVM IR, inline assembly appears as a call site targeting an InlineAsm
value. The InlineAsm object contains the string of the assembly code that will be inserted.
KALD will check for inline assembly that could leak information by matching the assembly
code with a set of known assembly code strings.
KALD can process IR files of any size, but performing global analysis on large code bases can
be time and memory intensive. To improve the usability of KALD for frequent analysis during
the development cycle, KALD has the option to limit the analysis time. However, limiting the
analysis time can result in false negatives (missed issues) if the analysis does not converge
within the allowed time. Alternatively, users can reduce the analysis time by limiting the
size of the input by running KALD incrementally on submodules of a program individually.
Smaller programs will be more likely to converge within the allowed time, however, this may
also introduce false negatives since the complete program was never analyzed as a whole.
KALD does not try to model any code that is not available for analysis, so when analyzing
submodules individually, KALD can find issues resulting from behavior within the code being
analyzed, but will not detect leaks that only result from cross-module interactions.
Limiting the analysis time or analyzing submodules of a program is a source of false negatives,
but not of false positives. A false negative may occur when a pointer could contain a sensitive
address, but the analysis is unable to process the relevant assignments to determine the full
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points-to set, either due to exceeding the time budget or not having all the necessary code
made available for analysis. However, this cannot cause false positives because limiting the
analysis can only result in smaller points-to sets that may not contain all of the possible
targets for a pointer.

5.5

Results

We evaluated KALD by running it on the source code of Linux 4.14, with patches applied to
make it fully compatible with Clang [64]. To maximize the coverage of our analysis, we built
the kernel with the maximal set of configuration options enabled (allyesconfig) for x86 64.
We used Whole Program LLVM2 to automatically collect the LLVM IR files created by Clang
and link them together. In our evaluation we analyzed the kernel code on a per-subdirectory
basis. For each top-level kernel subdirectory other than drivers, we analyzed all of the code
within that directory in one pass. For the drivers subdirectory, due to the large amount of
code, we analyzed each subdirectory within drivers individually. We analyzed a total of 143
modules and KALD identified 408 potential address leaks. These results are summarized in
Table 5.2. To estimate the number of true issues, we randomly selected 40 of the reported
issues and manually verified them. Of these, we found 8 cases where a sensitive address
could leak, and 32 cases that were false positives. We measured the running time and peak
memory use of the analysis of each of the 143 modules, and report the maximum, median,
and average of the 143 uses of KALD.
The primary sources of false positives are cases where the analysis is overly conservative
and determines that the pointer can refer to a large number of objects, and there is no
type information available to reduce the number of targets. In these cases it is difficult to
determine the actual referents of the pointer.
2

https://github.com/travitch/whole-program-llvm
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Table 5.2: Summary of Results
Total reported issues
Estimated true issues
Total analysis CPU time
Maximum analysis wall clock time
Median analysis wall clock time
Average analysis wall clock time
Maximum memory use
Median memory use
Average memory use

408
81
23h 43m
15h 19m
1.8 s
9m 57s
97.8 GB
305 MB
3.0 GB

Another source of false positives is that the pointer analysis does not take control flow into
account. One of the false positives was a case where a struct is copied to user memory using
copy to user as a result of an ioctl system call. During the processing of the system call,
a kernel address is written to one of the fields of the struct, but before it is copied to the
user, that field is cleared. The analysis we used is not flow-sensitive, so it cannot determine
that this is not a true leak. However, this was not a significant source of false positives, so
while KALD could benefit from a flow-sensitive analysis, the algorithm we used still provided
useful results.

5.5.1

Kernel Address Leaks Detected by KALD

In this section we examine two real address leaks that were found using KALD. These are
previously unreported leaks3 , and are presented to highlight how different aspects of our
design help to discover leaks.
The first is a leak of an address through a call to printk. Listing 5.2 shows a simplified
version of the vulnerable code. Within function uart remove one port, KALD indicates
that the fourth argument to dev alert may leak the global variable cdns uart port. The
function dev alert is an output function that is not in our initial list of known output
3

We have reported the exploitable leaks discovered by KALD to the Linux kernel developers.
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s t a t i c struct u a r t p o r t c d n s u a r t p o r t [ 2 ] ;
int
u a r t r e m o v e o n e p o r t ( struct u a r t d r i v e r ∗ drv ,
struct u a r t p o r t ∗ u p o r t ) {
struct u a r t s t a t e ∗ s t a t e ;
struct u a r t p o r t ∗ u a r t p o r t ;
s t a t e = drv−>s t a t e + uport−>l i n e ;
uart port = uart port check ( state ) ;
i f ( u a r t p o r t != u p o r t )
d e v a l e r t ( uport−>dev ,
" Removing wrong port: %p != %p\n" ,
s t a t e −>u a r t p o r t ,
uport ) ;
}
void
d e v a l e r t ( const struct d e v i c e ∗ dev ,
const char ∗ fmt , . . . ) {
struct v a f o r m a t v a f ;
v a l i s t args ;
v a s t a r t ( a r g s , fmt ) ;
v a f . fmt = fmt ;
v a f . va = &a r g s ;
i f ( dev ) {
/∗ e l i d e d ∗/
} else
p r i n t k ( "%s(NULL device *): %pV" , l e v e l , v a f ) ;
va end ( a r g s ) ;
}
s t a t i c int
c d n s u a r t r e m o v e ( struct p l a t f o r m d e v i c e ∗ pdev ) {
struct u a r t p o r t ∗ p o r t = pdev−>dev . d r i v e r d a t a ;
r c = u a r t r e m o v e o n e p o r t (& c d n s u a r t u a r t d r i v e r ,
port ) ;
return r c ;
}
s t a t i c int
c d n s u a r t p r o b e ( struct p l a t f o r m d e v i c e ∗ pdev ) {
struct u a r t p o r t ∗ p o r t ;
int i d ;
i d = o f a l i a s g e t i d ( pdev−>dev . o f n o d e , " serial " ) ;
p o r t = &c d n s u a r t p o r t [ i d ] ;
pdev−>dev . d r i v e r d a t a = p o r t ;
return 0 ;
}

Listing 5.2: Simplified source code resulting in a leak of the KASLR offset through printk.
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functions, but was detected automatically in the output function identification step. Within
dev alert, printk is called using the %pV format specifier. The uport pointer comes from the
caller of uart remove one port. This function is called by cdns uart remove, which gets
the port from a field within a structure. This field is set within cdns uart probe, and is set to
be a pointer to an element within cdns uart port. Therefore, when uart remove one port
is called from cdns uart remove, the address of a global variable can be leaked.
This example shows the combined benefits of our output function identification step and the
interprocedural points-to analysis. The output function that leads to the leak is not in the
predefined list of output functions, but KALD automatically adds it in the first step of its
analysis. The interaction that leads to the leak is the result of interprocedural behavior of
multiple functions. Detecting this leak requires interprocedural analysis.
The other leak occurs due to a call to copy to user, as shown in Listing 5.3. This vulnerability was reported to kernel developers and has been acknowledged and assigned CVE2018-7755 [33]. Function fd ioctl implements the ioctl interface for floppy disk drives.
This driver contains the FDGETPRM ioctl, which copies a floppy struct to user-space address
param. The floppy struct exists in the global array floppy type, so the address of the
struct itself is a sensitive address. However, when used as an argument to copy to user,
the pointer is not output directly. Instead, the memory it refers to is copied. When KALD
analyzes a call to copy to user, it checks if the object referenced by the second argument
contains any pointers. In this case it does contain a sensitive pointer. The final field of
a floppy struct is a pointer, a char*, which points to a string representing the name of
the device. The elements of the array floppy type are initialized with pointers to constant
strings within the kernel’s memory. When the copy to user executes, this kernel address
will be leaked to user-space memory.
KALD can detect this leak since it models the behavior of different output functions and distinguishes between pointers output directly and pointers that are dereferenced. This, in concert
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s t a t i c struct f l o p p y s t r u c t f l o p p y t y p e [ 3 2 ] = {
{
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 x00 , 0 x00 , 0 x00 , 0 x00 ,NULL
},
{ 7 2 0 , 9 , 2 , 4 0 , 0 , 0 x2A , 0 x02 , 0 xDF, 0 x50 , "d360" } ,
/∗ e l i d e d ∗/
};
s t a t i c int
f d i o c t l ( struct b l o c k d e v i c e ∗bdev , fmode t mode ,
unsigned int cmd , unsigned long param ) {
int type = ITYPE(UDRS−>f d d e v i c e ) ;
int s i z e = s i z e o f ( struct f l o p p y s t r u c t ) ;
const void ∗ outparam ;
switch (cmd) {
case FDGETPRM:
outparam = &f l o p p y t y p e [ type ] ;
break ;
default :
return −EINVAL ;
}
c o p y t o u s e r ( ( void ∗) param , outparam , s i z e ) ;
return 0 ;
}
Listing 5.3: Simplified source code of a leak of the KASLR offset through copy to user.
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with the points-to analysis, allows KALD to determine that in this case the copy to user call
will leak a kernel address.
We empirically verified this leak by sending the FDGETPRM ioctl to the floppy driver on a
virtualized system with a virtual floppy drive. The returned struct does contain a kernel
pointer. Across multiple boot cycles on a system with KASLR enabled, the relative offset
between the returned pointer and kernel code pointers remained unchanged. This demonstrated that the returned pointer was randomized with the KASLR offset and could be used
to bypass KASLR.

5.5.2

Finding Known Leaks

We also verified that KALD can detect previously reported address leaks. We identified
two recently reported direct pointer disclosures, obtained the kernel versions containing the
vulnerabilities, and analyzed the vulnerable code with KALD.
The first was a leak of static variables through a call to seq printf within the pm qos
module [47]. The function seq printf is a string formatting function that can be used
to format output to proc files. This leak is the result of a programmer mistakenly using
the format string %pk with a lower case k for a kernel pointer instead of the correct %pK.
While this could be confusing for a human reviewer, KALD correctly parses the format string
and determines from the points-to analysis that the argument is a kernel pointer. Since
the analysis is able to determine that this call could leak a kernel pointer, KALD reports a
potential leak.
The other leak we examined was a printk call within the function acpi smbus hc add.
In this case, the leaked address was the address of a struct acpi ec. These structs are
allocated from the kernel heap in the function acpi ec alloc. Since this call site can only
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leak a heap address, KALD does not report a potential issue. Heap addresses are outside the
scope of what KALD is designed to detect because the heap is not randomized with the same
KASLR offset as the code. Finding a heap address will not provide an attacker with the
information they would need to construct a code reuse exploit. However, the pointer analysis
used by KALD tracks heap objects, so not detecting heap address leaks is not a limitation of
our approach, but rather an intentional design choice in order to focus on address leaks that
are most likely to be useful in an attack.

5.6

Limitations

KALD requires whole program interprocedural points-to analysis, which is both time and
memory intensive, especially for programs as large as the Linux kernel. There have been
recent proposals to allow interprocedural program analyses to scale to programs the size
of the Linux kernel. These include using a disk-based graph solving system to overcome
memory limitations [103] or partitioning the kernel along system call boundaries in order
to decompose the analysis to elements of a manageable size [45]. KALD could utilize these
techniques to lower the time and memory requirements of the pointer analysis phase of
operation.
A conservative points-to analysis can also lead to a high false positive rate, especially for
code bases as large and complex as Linux. A more precise pointer analysis will reduce the
false positive rate, but that could further increase the time and memory required for analysis.
The issue of false positives can also be mitigated by improving the usability of the tool and
making it easier for users to identify true issues. This can be done by creating heuristics to
sort, filter, and prioritize results to show the issues most likely to be true. The tool could also
be extended in order to make it easier for developers to verify reported issues by providing
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a more detailed report indicating which program statements resulted in the points-to result
that is reported.

5.7

Conclusion

Pointer disclosure vulnerabilities can be exploited by adversaries to bypass KASLR. While
there have been efforts to address sources of pointer disclosures, these techniques do not
address detect direct disclosure vulnerabilities where the kernel outputs code pointers on
purpose.
We presented the Kernel Address Leak Detector (KALD), a tool that statically analyzes the
Linux kernel source code to detect direct pointer disclosure vulnerabilities. KALD compiles a
list of functions that can leak information to user-space programs, and uses the results of a
points-to analysis to determine whether specific invocations of these functions can disclose
kernel code pointers based on the arguments passed to the function. KALD detected several
direct disclosure vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel.
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Chapter 6
Related Work

6.1

Control Data Attack Mitigations

Control data protections are effective at stopping code reuse attacks, although they have
limited applicability to non-control data attacks. They can broadly be classified into enforcement based and randomization based protections. Enforcement mechanisms enforce
a security policy, while randomization based approaches randomize low level details of a
program in order to provide a probabilistic protection against attacks.
An example of an enforcement based mitigation is control flow integrity (CFI), first proposed
by Abadi et al. in 2005 [1]. Control flow integrity enforces that the control flow taken at
run-time is valid. This is enforced by inserting a check at every indirect control flow transfer
to ensure the target is an allowed location. There are two types of indirect control flow
transfers the “backward” edges which are return instructions and the “forward” edges which
are indirect calls and jumps. These are two separate problems, the forward edges must be
present on the static control flow graph of the program, but the backward edges must be
paired with the most recently called function. Integrity of the forward edges can be enforced
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by inserting code to check if the target is a member of the allowed set of targets. However,
the same mechanism is overly permissive for backward edges. Instead, they can be verified
using a shadow stack. The shadow stack is a stack in a protected memory region separate
from the program’s run-time stack. Valid return addresses are stored to the shadow stack,
and before a return is executed, the return address on the normal stack is compared to the
value on the shadow stack. Protecting forward edges by checking the target and backward
edges using a shadow stack stops most forms of code reuse attacks including ROP.
The original CFI work sparked a great deal of research interest in the design space of CFI
mechanisms. The efforts to improve CFI include proposals to adapt CFI to protect C++
virtual dispatch [111, 50, 100], apply CFI using binary rewriting [101, 102], enforce CFI
using cryptography [77], and integrate CFI with fine-grained randomization [79]. CFI has
also found wider adoption outside of the research community. Two of the most popular open
source compilers, gcc and LLVM, now contain CFI implementations [100].
The CFI mechanism available in gcc is a policy known as virtual-table verification (VTV), a
form of C++ aware CFI. A CFI implementation benefits from being aware of the semantics
of C++ because this information allows it to correctly determine the valid targets of virtual
functions calls. A C++ aware CFI system can stop attacks that construct fake VTables to
redirect control flow. Before a virtual call, VTV verifies that the VTable pointer in the
object agrees with the type of the object. VTV has an advantage over most other CFI
implementations in that it places no restrictions on incremental compilation or dynamic
code loading. Both incremental compilation and dynamic loading pose challenges for CFI
enforcement because the complete code is never available for analysis. VTV includes enough
information to reconstruct the type hierarchy at run-time, and uses this information to verify
the targets of virtual calls.
LLVM contains a CFI implementation known as indirect function-call checks (IFCC). Unlike
VTV, IFCC does not depend on the details of any high level language, but instead constructs
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jump tables for all indirect call targets. All function pointers are modified to refer to the
jump tables, and all indirect calls are modified to ensure that they go through the jump
tables. This substantially reduces the number of valid call targets and limits attackers to
functions available in jump tables with the correct type.
Another related policy is object type integrity (OTI) [14]. OTI differs from CFI in that the
former protects objects identities while the latter verifies the targets of indirect control flow.
It is designed to stop attacks that tamper with virtual table pointers. Virtual table pointers
are a field in a C++ object which points to that object’s vtable, which in turn contains
function pointers to virtual functions. Since vtable pointers must be in writable memory,
attackers can overwrite the vtable pointer of a valid object, or construct a fake object with a
virtual table pointer of their choosing. An attacker may then set the virtual table pointer to
a different vtable in the program, or a vtable the attacker has injected. OTI is able to stop
these attacks by enforcing that the vtable pointer used for dynamic dispatch matches the one
written to the object in the constructor function. This policy will not only stop attacks that
perform vtable pointer overwrites, but also those that use injected objects, since an injected
object will not be created using a constructor. OTI is also more precise than even C++ aware
CFI because, statically, the allowed set of targets at a virtual call site may be large, but at
run-time, there is one valid target, namely the function corresponding to the run-time type
of the object. To enforce OTI, all constructor functions are modified to write the vtable
pointer to a secure metadata region, and then during dynamic dispatch, the program uses
the vtable pointer from the metadata region.
Another set of policies that can protect against code reuse attacks are code-pointer integrity
(CPI) and code-pointer separation (CPS) [65]. These related policies ensure the integrity
of code pointers in the program. CPI is the more strict policy, it ensures that all code
pointers and any pointer that can be used to reach a code pointer cannot be modified by
an attacker. CPS relaxes this policy somewhat to reduce run-time overheads, only ensuring
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that code pointers cannot be directly modified, but pointers that may refer to code pointers
are unprotected. The enforcement mechanism for CPI and CPS is the same, they place all
protected pointers in a safe metadata region. The metadata region contains the pointer value
along with bounds information for that pointer. All reads or writes of protected pointers
access them from the metadata region and these accesses are bounds checked to protect
against overflow. Additionally, to protect return addresses, the stack is separated into a
safe stack and an unsafe stack, and any object that could overflow is placed on the unsafe
stack. CPI provides complete protection against code reuse attacks because an attacker will
be unable to modify any control data to divert control flow.
An alternative to enforcement-based defenses are randomization based defenses. Randomization based strategies randomly change details of the program to make low-level details such
as gadget locations unpredictable. The most widely deployed randomization based defense is
address space layout randomization (ASLR) [85]. ASLR has been implemented in all major
operating systems for both user space applications and the operating system kernel. With
ASLR enabled, when a program is loaded, the base addresses of different memory regions
are randomly chosen, including the location of executable code. This random offset will shift
gadgets to unpredictable locations, stopping code reuse attacks. However, the randomization
provided by ASLR is relatively coarse grained, if an attacker can discover a single pointer to
a known memory region, they can derandomize that entire memory region.
There are also more fine-grained randomization techniques that randomize more than the
base address. One such technique is random insertion of NOP instructions throughout the
program’s code. This can be done with low run time overhead by using the results of
profiling information to guide the concentration of added instructions [54]. Another option
is to randomize the location of every instruction within the range of the entire address
space [52]. Fine-grained code randomization can also be applied to code generated by justin-time compilers [53]. Fine-grained randomization introduces substantially more entropy to
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the code layout than ASLR, so it is no longer enough to discover a single pointer, instead
an attacker will need to disclose much more information to discover the location of gadgets
needed for an attack.
However, an attacker who is able to disclose the code can still mount a code reuse attack [94].
To address this weakness, there have been efforts to construct randomization defenses that
remain effective in the face of information disclosure. Isomeron is one randomization strategy that is resilient to code disclosure [37]. Isomeron maintains two copies of the program,
one that is randomized with fine-grained ASLR, and one that is not. At each control flow
instruction, the implementation randomly switches between the different copies of the program. An attacker that knows the entire code layout will still not be able to determine which
version of the program is selected after each control flow instruction.
Another approach to combat information disclosures is enforcing execute only memory for
code. There are usually no restrictions on disclosing code because while memory used to
hold executable code is not writable, it is generally readable. If the readable permission
is removed from code than an attacker cannot leak it. One system that uses execute only
code to provide protection against code disclosure is Readactor [26]. Readactor stops code
disclosure by completely separating code and data and enforcing execute only permissions
for all memory used to store code. It also provides fine-grained code randomization, and
further hides the code layout by using trampolines placed in execute only memory instead
of function pointers. An attacker will have no knowledge of the code layout, and no way to
discover any information about the code. There have also been efforts to enforce executeonly memory on systems without memory management units [13] and to enable execute-only
code for legacy binaries [21].
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6.2

Non-control Data Attack Mitigations

All of the defenses we have discussed so far primarily protect against control data attacks such
as ROP. Non-control data attacks do not overwrite control data or cause invalid control flow.
Policies like CFI, OTI, or CPI do not stop these attacks. Code randomization can mitigate
some non-control data attacks if it also changes the location of data, for example ASLR will
randomize the base addresses of the heap, stack, and global variables. However, this is still
vulnerable to derandomization through information disclosure, and because data memory
must be both readable and writable, it is generally not possible to stop data disclosure.
Additional defensive techniques have been developed to protect programs against non-control
data attacks. These defenses are generally comprehensive data protections, so they protect
both control data and non-control data, so they are also effective at mitigating code reuse
attacks in addition to non-control data attacks.
One enforcement based defense is data-flow integrity (DFI) [17]. In many ways DFI is
analogous to CFI, but applied to data flows instead of control flows. DFI determines the
valid data-flow graph of a program and then instruments the program to ensure that dataflows at run-time are valid. The data-flow graph is constructed by using static points-to
analysis to compute reaching definitions and construct the data-flow graph. The enforcement
mechanism utilizes a secure metadata region that associates metadata with every memory
location. Store instructions are instrumented to update the metadata for the target location
with a definition identifier. Load instructions are then instrumented to check the definition
identifier stored in the metadata region and raise an exception if it is not a member of the
set of valid definitions for that location. This is also applied to control data, including return
addresses, so DFI effectively stops non-control data and code reuse attacks that violate the
DFI policy. An important consideration is that the policy is computed using static program
analysis, and they use a conservative analysis. This means that DFI may miss some attacks
that do not violate the statically determined policy.
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Another enforcement based approach is write integrity testing (WIT) [3]. WIT enforces the
policy that the target of a memory write is in the set of allowed objects. The policy is again
based on static analysis. First they use points-to analysis to determine the set of objects
that each write instruction can target. Then they assign a color to each object and write
instruction such all targets of a write instruction are assigned the same color. At run-time
they track the color of memory locations using a metadata region known as the color table,
which maps a one byte color identifier to each eight-byte slot of memory. The color table is
updated as objects are allocated, and writes are checked against the color table. WIT will
stop all attacks that violate the write integrity policy, but the number of attacks stopped
depends on the precision of the analysis. They use a context-insensitive points-to analysis
to determine the write integrity policy, and can only support a maximum of 256 colors.
There have also been randomization based defenses, for example data space randomization
(DSR). DSR was independently and concurrently proposed by Cadar et al. [15] and Bhatkar
and Sekar [11]. The objects in the program are classified into equivalence classes based on
the result of static analysis, each equivalence class is assigned a different encryption key,
and all memory accesses are encrypted by XORing with that key. These DSR systems both
used a context insensitive analysis to construct equivalence classes, and exclude equivalence
classes that cannot be the base of overflows. Like DFI and WIT, the number of attacks that
are stopped depends on the precision of the static analysis. The classification of equivalence
classes defines a policy of allowed data flows, and any attack which relies on a forbidden data
flow will be stopped. However, since this is a randomization based defense, the attack is not
detected by the system, rather the results of any illegal overwrite will be unpredictable, and
the attacker will not be able to gain control the system.
DSR randomizes the representation of data in memory, but it is also possible to randomize
data in other ways. Lin et al. propose data structure layout randomization (DSLR) as a
method to add fine-grained randomness to the data layout of a program [72]. They randomize
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the layout of data structures and stack frames by reordering fields and inserting padding
fields. This is selectively applied to a subset of data structures, if a data structure is used
as part of a library or network interface, it will not be randomized because the receiver of
the data would not know the layout. The randomization is applied during compilation, and
then the layout remains fixed. DSLR is not a comprehensive protection, it is only intended
to provide protection against attacks that rely on the layout of data structures.
Chen et al. extend the idea of DSLR with the notion of adaptive data structure layout
randomization [19]. Instead of randomizing data structure layout during compilation, data
structures are randomized at run-time. Their system modifies the program during compilation to enable run-time layout randomization. They modify all data structures to selfrandomize and modify all data structure accesses to get the field through the randomized
offset and to periodically re-randomize the data structure. This is possible because each
data structure has associated metadata describing the current layout of the data structure.
The metadata also allows the system to derandomize a data structure if needed, for example
if it is passed as an argument to a library function. Since the system is able to continuously
rerandomize, it is resilient to an attacker that is able to interact with a system and leak the
data structure layout. It also improves on static DSLR because the defense can be applied
to all data structures in a program, and data structures will only be derandomized when
necessary.

6.3

Memory Safety Enforcement

An alternative to exploit mitigation is full memory safety enforcement. Memory safety
makes memory corruption impossible, so it prohibits any attack that utilizes a memory
corruption vulnerability. There are two primary components of memory safety, spacial safety
and temporal safety. Spacial safety ensures that no data structure will be accessed outside
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the valid bounds of the data structure, while temporal safety ensures that no data structure
will be accessed outside of its valid lifetime. Violations of either spacial or temporal safety can
be used to mount attacks. Memory safety enforcement provides a deterministic protection
and usually does not rely on the precision of static analysis. A number of memory safety
mechanisms have been proposed. However, some of these mechanisms cannot handle memory
reallocation correctly [38]. Others are incompatible with unprotected external code [106].
Softbound [81] is a compile-time transformation for spacial safety enforcement that uses a
disjoint metadata store to maintain compatibility with unprotected external binaries. The
metadata is per-pointer, indexed by the memory location where the pointer is stored, and
contains base and bounds information for each pointer. All memory accesses are bounds
checked using the base and bounds associated with the pointer operand. Loads of pointer
values also load the base and bounds from the metadata region, and stores of pointer values
update the metadata for the address where the pointer is stored. Softbound maintains
metadata separately from pointers so the memory layout is preserved. Even in the presence of
arbitrary casts, Softbound provides complete spacial safety because a cast can never corrupt
metadata. However softbound only enforces spacial safety, it does not provide enforcement
of temporal safety.
There are also proposals to use low-fat pointers to track pointer metadata [41, 40]. Low fat
pointers encode the base and bounds directly in the value of the pointer, so there is not a
separate metadata region.
CETS is a compiler-based system to enforce temporal safety [82]. It provides complete
detection of all temporal safety violations including dangling pointer accesses, double free’s,
and invalid free’s. CETS implements its checks using a lock-and-key mechanism. It uses a
disjoint metadata region to store per-pointer metadata containing a key and a lock location.
If the pointer is valid, the data stored in the lock location will match the key. When a
pointer is free’d, the lock is invalidated. CETS enforces temporal safety by checking the
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value of the lock and key before each pointer dereference. Using disjoint metadata maintains
compatibility because pointer representation is unchanged.
In the absence of spacial safety errors, CETS is formally proven to enforce temporal safety.
To realize this level of assurance, CETS can be combined with a spacial safety enforcement
system such as Softbound. Softbound+CETS provides complete spacial and temporal memory safety, preventing all memory corruption, and therefore stopping any memory corruption
exploits. However, this level of security comes at a high run time performance overhead, Nagarakatte et al. report 116% overhead for a subset of the SPEC2006 benchmarks.

6.4

Hardware Assisted Approaches

There has been research to develop hardware assisted approaches for different protection
mechanisms. Adding additional capabilities the processor can accelerate common sources of
overhead or allow for implementation of protection techniques that would be difficult with
software alone. For example, WatchdogLite extends the x86 64 ISA with additional hardware
to efficiently enforce both spacial and temporal memory safety [80]. They provide additional
instructions to accelerate the common operations of pointer based checking with disjoint
metadata. Specifically they provide three new types of instructions that allow for efficient
metadata loading and storing, spatial checking, and temporal checking. Notably, their ISA
extension does not add any additional hardware structures, all new instructions use existing
architectural registers. WatchdogLite provides efficient protection with a minimal hardware
extension by splitting responsibility between the compiler and the hardware. The hardware
only provides instructions that allow for fast metadata management and checks, the compiler
is responsible for associating metadata with pointers and inserting instructions to perform
checks and manage metadata. The compiler is also able to optimize the program to eliminate
redundant or unnecessary checks. This hybrid solution allows them to substantially reduce
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the overhead of memory safety enforcement. The average overhead is 29% for full spacial
and temporal memory safety enforcement.
Hardware features for memory protection are now even present in commercially available
processors. In 2013 Intel introduced memory protection extensions (MPX) [59], an extension
to the hardware architecture to support pointer bounds checking. Like WatchdogLite, it is
designed to implement pointer-based bounds checking with disjoint metadata. However,
unlike WatchdogLite, MPX does not support checking for temporal errors. MPX adds
new registers to hold pointer bounds and new instructions to perform bounds checks and
manage metadata. An important feature of MPX is its backwards compatibility. All of the
new MPX instructions decode as NOPs on processors that don’t support MPX, providing
complete backwards compatibility.
In 2017 Oleksii et al. released a technical report thoroughly evaluating MPX and comparing
it to alternative bounds checking implementations [84]. They found that while MPX is a
promising technology, it still has many limitations. MPX still has a substantial run time
performance overhead of approximately 50% on average. MPX is also unable to provide protection against temporal errors. They also find that MPX does not support multithreading,
when applied to a multithreaded program, MPX may encounter both false positives and false
negatives. Although it is not yet a completely robust solution, by choosing to create MPX,
Intel has shown that hardware modifications to improve security can make commercial sense.
There have also been proposals for hardware assisted CFI enforcement. It is possible to use
existing hardware features to enforce CFI, for example GRIFFIN and FlowGuard [44, 73] use
Intel Processor Trace to trace control flow and detect CFI violations, and PathArmor [102]
uses the Last Branch Record registers for a similar purpose. Another approach is to extend
the hardware with specialized features to support CFI. HAFIX [35, 36] is an ISA extension
designed to protect both forward and backward edges on embedded platforms. HAFIX
uses a state model with per-function labels to enforce CFI. It ensures that calls can only
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target valid function entry points, and returns must target call preceded instructions in
a currently executing function. HAFIX adds special landing pad instructions for function
calls and returns, and call and return instructions must now target landing pads. When
a call instruction is executed, it causes a processor mode switch such that the only valid
instruction is the call landing pad. The call landing pad instruction puts the processor back
into normal mode, and activates a label for the currently executing function. There is also
another new instruction that deactivates the current function’s label. This is inserted before
return instructions. Then when a return is executed, the processor again performs a mode
switch requiring a return landing pad and the return landing pad checks that the label of
the targeted function is active. This is a coarse-grained policy, calls can target any valid
function entry, and returns can return to any actively executing function, not just the most
recent caller. Return instructions can also target any call site within any of the actively
executing functions, not just the most recently executed call site. Although the policy is
coarse-grained, it still substantially reduces the number of possible targets for any indirect
control flow transfer, and provides CFI enforcement with about 2% run time overhead.
Hardware support for CFI has also transitioned from research prototypes to features available in commercial processors. In 2016 Intel announced Control-Flow Enforcement Technology (CET) [60], an ISA extension to provide support for forward and backward edge CFI.
Forward edges are handled using a state model with special landing pad instructions similar
to HAFIX, and backward edges are protected by using a hardware-managed shadow stack.
Like MPX, Intel has maintained backwards compatibility by selecting instructions for CET
that are NOPs on machines that do not support CET. While hardware-based solutions have
higher barriers to deployment, MPX and CET show that vendors are willing to implement
these features because of the possibility for increased security with low overhead.
There are also hardware assisted data protections. Hardware-assisted data-flow isolation
(HDFI) [95] is a system for efficiently implementing data isolation, which can then be used
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to implement other security policies. It accelerates data-flow integrity style checks. Write
operations update a tag for the memory location being written, and read operations check
that the tag is valid. HDFI only supports one bit tags, so there are only two possible tag
values. This is not enough to implement fine-grained DFI enforcement, but it is sufficient
to implement many common security policies, and can be efficiently supported with a small
hardware modification. Each memory word is associated with a one bit tag, and the hardware
automatically manages storing and updating the tags. The authors of HDFI demonstrate
its utility by implementing several security policies including a shadow stack and CPS.
Yang and Shin propose using a hypervisor to encrypt memory pages to provide memory
secrecy from the operating system and other processes [108]. Similar to HARD, this technique uses hardware (hypervisor mode) to support data encryption. However, an attempt to
extend their technique to provide intra-process data isolation would change the page lifetime
assumptions of their paper substantially, and incur substantial performance and memory
overhead.
Works such as SeCage [74] or Intel’s MPK [61] are designed to restrict memory access to
protect secrets. These techniques could be used to control access to the encryption keys in
HARD. However, these systems are primarily intended for infrequently used secrets, while
HARD doesn’t consider any data “secret” and encrypts all program data.

6.5

Exploitation Techniques

All of the work on defensive techniques was motivated by advances in exploitation techniques,
which in turn has motivated new types of exploits. One important class of attacks are
code reuse attacks. In code reuse attacks, an attacker diverts control flow to instruction
sequences already present in the program to perform malicious actions. An example is return-
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oriented programming (ROP) [91, 87]. A ROP attack ruses small code sequences usually
ending in return instructions, although it is also possible to use other indirect control flow
instructions [18]. These sequences are called gadgets, and by linking gadgets together as a
sequence of return addresses on the stack, the attacker is able to construct an exploit. ROP
is an incredibly powerful attack primitive, many applications contain a Turing complete set
of gadgets. Researchers have developed tools that will automatically find these gadgets and
use them to construct exploits [89, 87, 42, 55]. While ROP is a powerful and sophisticated
attack, it leads to control flow that is significantly different from valid executions so CFI
enforcement will stop ROP attacks. A ROP attack also depends on knowing the exact
address of gadgets, so code randomization is also an effective countermeasure.
To overcome randomization based defenses, Snow et al. propose the notion of just-in-time
code reuse and JIT-ROP attacks [94]. This attack technique bypasses fine-grained code randomization. Snow et al. demonstrate that if an attacker can start from a single known-valid
code address, they can disassemble the entire memory page containing that address, then
harvest additional code pointers from the disassembled code and perform recursive disassembly to discover a large portion of the code without the risk of causing memory errors.
The attacker can then search this code for gadgets and construct an exploit. However this
depends on reading the code, so a system that enforces execute-only memory like Readactor [26] can stop JIT-ROP.
Another advanced code reuse attack is counterfeit object-oriented programming (COOP) [88].
A COOP attack abuses C++ dynamic dispatch on attacker created objects. The attack makes
use of a loop in the program that traverses a collection of C++ objects and performs a virtual
function call on each. The attacker supplies a collection of specially crafted objects to this
loop, and by choosing the layout of the objects, and the values of the virtual table pointers,
the attacker can perform arbitrary computation and invoke arbitrary system calls. A COOP
attack doesn’t exhibit any of the identifying characteristics of other types of code reuse at-
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tacks, and in fact has control flow and data flow that is similar to benign C++ execution.
Consequently, COOP attacks are not stopped by coarse-grained CFI techniques that are not
aware of C++ semantics. However, fine-grained, C++ aware CFI enforcement like VTV [100]
and virtual table pointer protections like OTI [14] can stop COOP attacks.
It is also possible to mount attacks that do corrupt control flow. These attacks are termed
non-control data attacks because they do not overwrite control data, instead they overwrite
other security-critical data. We have known that non-control data attacks could pose a
serious threat for quite some time. In 2005 Chen et al. demonstrated that non-control data
attacks can be just as severe as code reuse or other control-data attacks [20], leading to
arbitrary code execution in the worst case. They demonstrated several attacks that did
not alter control flow, but still exploited the program by overwriting security critical data.
These attacks all required manual analysis of the program, in contrast to a technique like
ROP where there are tools to automatically find gadgets and compile exploits from a high
level language [89, 87, 42, 55]. However, non-control data attacks are effective even with CFI
or fine-grained code randomization.
More recent research has developed ways to largely automate constructing non-control data
attacks. Data-flow stitching [56] automatically searches the data-flow graph for locations
where an edge can be added to create a new data flow needed for an attack. This ultimately
allows an attacker to automatically construct a new data-flow path, creating data-flow from
a vulnerability to some target data. Data-flow stitching creates a systematic way of constructing non-control data exploits, making it easier for attacker to develop such exploits.
Data-oriented programming (DOP) [57] builds upon data-flow stitching to create a noncontrol data attack roughly analogous to ROP. A DOP attack uses data-oriented gadgets,
which are small code sequences that perform primitive operations on data. Many common
programs contain a set of data-oriented gadgets that are powerful enough to perform Turing
complete computations. However, an attacker cannot force the program to execute data90

oriented gadgets by diverting control flow, instead, an attacker uses a gadget dispatcher loop.
This is a loop structure in the program that processes attacker-controlled data, and has some
selector that allows the attacker to execute different DOP gadgets on different iterations of
the loop. DOP creates a principled technique for constructing powerful non-control data
attacks, and these attacks will completely bypass any CFI implementation.
Another attack that is able to bypass CFI is control flow bending (CFB) [16]. CFB is a
hybrid between a control data and non-control data attack. Under CFB, an attacker can
overwrite control data to alter the control flow, but only to control flow that obeys CFI.
How restrictive this is depends on the CFI enforcement technique. They evaluate attacks
under a very restrictive policy called fully-precise static CFI. Under this policy, a control
flow transfer is only allowed if it is found in some non-malicious execution of the program.
This is the most precise policy that does not alter a program’s behavior, and is more precise
than any existing CFI implementation. Even with fully-precise CFI, it is possible to mount
a CFB attack. However, fully-precise static CFI only considers edges present in the static
control flow graph, it does not require that a function must return to its caller. CFB attacks
are more difficult if the system uses a shadow stack to check return addresses, but they are
still possible.

6.6

Static Bug-finding

Exploit mitigations and memory safety enforcement stop exploits at run-time, but it is also
possible to find errors earlier in the program’s life cycle, using static analysis. A static analysis tool analyzes the program’s source code to identify potential errors, allowing developers
to fix these issues before they ever have the possibility of being exploited. This has an advantage over any run-time protection in that it introduces zero overhead. However, it is not
possible to detect all errors using static analysis, many techniques have high false positive
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rates, and some analysis algorithms are unable to scale to large programs.
One static analysis system that seeks to address scalability problems is Graspan [103]. Graspan is a disk-based graph system designed for scalable program analysis. It is motivated
by the fact that many program analyses can be formulated as graph reachability problems.
Graspan is a generic system that presents a programming model which takes an input graph
from any source and a grammar specifying the rules for an analysis. The system is then
able to efficiently apply these rules to find a solution. Graspan achieves scalability on large
graphs by using a disk based system to operate on graphs larger than can fit in memory.
Graspan is not constrained to any single analysis algorithm, instead the grammar definition
determines what analysis is computed. The authors construct a graph generator for LLVM
IR and grammars for points-to and data flow analysis and show Graspan is able to compute
these analyses on large programs such as the Linux kernel. They also implement several
checkers that use the analysis results to find common programming issues including memory
errors such as null pointer references or use-after-free.
Another proposal to address scalability concerns specifically for the Linux kernel is KMiner [45]. K-Miner constructs a graph of the assignment statements and then automatically
partitions this graph along the boundaries of system calls. Each system call is then analyzed
separately. This reduces the size of any individual graph to be analyzed, and also models
the way user space applications interact with the kernel. After partitioning the graph, they
compute points-to and data flow analysis, and then implement checkers for common memory
errors. While the system is able to analyze the kernel along the system call interface, the
false positive rate of their checkers is quite high.
DR. CHECKER is another system designed to statically find bugs in the Linux kernel [76].
They specifically target kernel drivers since these are often a source of vulnerabilities. To
simplify the analysis, they do not perform a sound analysis, instead they make assumptions to
reduce the necessary number of iterations which reduces the running time and false positive
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rate. Under these assumptions they perform field- and context-sensitive points-to and taint
analysis, and use these results for a variety of vulnerability checkers. They implement several
checkers that utilize these results, and are able to use DR. CHECKER to find previously
unknown security critical bugs in Linux kernel drivers.
KINT uses static analysis to find integer bugs in C programs [104]. KINT successfully
identified several exploitable bugs in the Linux kernel. Similar to KALD, KINT uses heuristics
to prioritize and filter its analysis results.
APISAN builds a database of (likely) correct API usage patterns by symbolically executing code and inferring semantic relationships between API calls [110]. APISAN can then
statically analyze additional code and cross-check its API usage patterns with the database.
UniSan seeks to preserve the integrity of the KASLR offset [75]. It focuses on preventing leaks
through uninitialized values, while KALD finds errors where developers mistakenly output
kernel addresses. UniSan has both an analysis component that identifies possible issues, and
a run-time protection component that mitigates them.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

Programs written in unsafe languages like C and C++ are prone to memory corruption errors.
These memory errors can be exploited by attackers, and sophisticated attack techniques like
return-oriented programming and data-oriented programming allow an attacker to perform
arbitrary computations and assume complete control of a vulnerable program. In the face of
such an adversary we need effective ways to secure programs written in unsafe languages. We
explored how static program analysis can be applied to provide protection against memory
corruption issues.
Exploit mitigations are one technique that has been proven effective at raising the bar for
attackers, and static analysis can be used to determine a policy that is used by a runtime mitigation. However common code-centric mitigations fail to address non-control data
attacks. These attacks can be just as damaging, but do not introduce invalid control flow,
and therefore are able to bypass common mitigations. Data space randomization is one
approach that is able to stop non-control attacks, and relies on static analysis to construct
equivalence classes of variables within a program. DSR will only stop an attack if the data an
attacker overwrites is in a different equivalence class than legitimate targets of the vulnerable
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instruction. Therefore, if the equivalence classes are more precise, more attacks will be
stopped. We presented context-sensitive DSR, a version of DSR that provides stronger
protection than all prior DSR implementations. Context-sensitive DSR uses a contextsensitive points-to analysis to construct equivalence classes, which allows context-sensitive
DSR to construct a greater number of more fine grained equivalence classes. As a result
context-sensitive DSR will stop more attacks than other DSR techniques. We also encrypt
all possible equivalence classes to protect against all types of memory errors and always use
8-byte encryption keys.
The increased protection of context-sensitive DSR does lead to higher run-time performance
overheads. To address performance concerns we developed HARD, which adapts contextsensitive DSR to target specialized hardware instructions that accelerate the operations
needed to implement DSR. This allows HARD to provide precise protection with low
overhead. The specialized hardware also frees the software implementation from having to
manage encryption keys and protects the encryption keys from leakage and tampering.
We also applied static analysis to address a common weakness of ASLR, namely its vulnerability to pointer disclosures. A pointer disclosure allows an attacker to determine the
layout of the code and bypass ASLR. We developed KALD, a static analysis tool to help
developers discover direct pointer disclosures in operating system kernels. KALD analyzes the
kernel source code and uses the results of points-to analysis to determine locations that may
leak sensitive pointers. Using KALD we detected several direct disclosure vulnerabilities in
the Linux kernel.
In this dissertation we presented applications of points-to analysis to address security problems. We improved the precision, security, and performance of data space randomization,
and developed the first tool to detect direct disclosure vulnerabilities in operating system
kernels. It is our hope that these contributions will lead to a more secure software landscape.
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